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Council enacts measure
to phase out Halloween
B!· Mary Harmon

Staff Writer

SCaff

Rick Anderson. of Makanda, climbs along this %50-year-old tree at Brush School.

Storm may have killed tree
that served as city landmark
By Tony GGrdoo
Staff Writer
A White Oak tree older than
the United States of America
was split down the middle by
the storms that roared
through Carbondale Wendesday.
Although the tree, a
city landmark, was badly
damaged, the Central Carbondale Historical Area
Association believes that it
may be salvageable and will
have a study done soon of the
possibile repair cost and
chances of success.
The tree. which is at least
50-feet tall , was part of an
extensive oak forest on the
land occupied by the Brush
School building on Main
Street. The tree was 139 years
old when Carbondale was
founded in 1852. Daniel
Brush, generally regarded by

The tree survived the
storms of June 28 and 29
without being damaged ~~ile
trees less than 10 fe.ot
1854. The school opened in two
from it were rit»ped out
1856 and was closed in 1976. away
of the ground at thetr roots.
Michael P. Kimmel 1 During last Wednesday's
president of the CCHAA, saia storm, wind or lightning split
that local legend is that Brush the historic tree down the
was later killed on the center of its trunk, but the
property by a falling tree be roots were still in the ground.
was trying to guide down as Wind also damaged other
the
land
was
being trees in the area and broke
cleared. Kimmel said his windows and an awning on
organization contracted the the school building.
Illinois Forest Service to
Kimmel said that the
determine the age of the tree association will have an
in 19i8. Experts bored into estimate of the chance of the
the center of the tree and by tree's survival if it is repaired
counting the rings around the and the cost of those repairs
center of the trunk estimated soon. He said if the tree is
that the tree began growing gi\en a good chance of
in 1713, 61 years before the pulling through the operation.
the CCHAA will attempt to
raise the money for the
placed next to the tree by the repairs through donations.
CCHAA the same year.

historians as the founder of
Carbondale, donated the land
the school is oo to the city in

~~f:C::fca1 r:!er~:;te:.C:s

An ordinance that will
strongly discourage Halloween
as it traditionally has been
celebrated in Carbor.dale was
passed unanimously by the City
Council Monday night.
After long deliberation by the
council,
a
special
administrative Halloween S~udy
Committee, the Undergraduate
Student Organization. Towne
Central and the city police and
ru-e departments, the ordinance
received no further talk as it
passed silently into law.
The ordinance incorporates
most of the recommendations
the city received from its
Halloween Study Committee.
The ordinance forbids bar
hour extensions for any event
formal street closings and ne~
Class A liquor licenses for South
Illinois Avenue establishments
and discourages "special"
downtown Halloween
promotional events.
Though the council considered a bl!n on the sale of
botUed beer and wine seven
days prior to and including tile
weekend of HaUoween. that

=~ ~bi=..a=

But Matalonis said that the
council's action would not influence his efforts to schedule
the off-i:ampus concert.
"They are referring to
scheduling a Bob Dylan concert, plus Homecoming. plus
Halloween. as we had one
year," he said. "The elfcampus concert is more in line
with the small events."
Matalonis is looking for a
suitable site for the concert.
Matalonis said he has formed
an "in-house" committee to
study the safety features of the
Ha.lloween celebration. over
which the council has expressed
much concern.
He had suggested to the
council that parking be banned
on South Illinois Avenue and
that the street be closed when
the crowd grows too large in
order to prevent danger.
Another recommendation by
the Committee written iu1o the
ordinance is a ban on the
transportation or possession of

;!!hi:=: ~.J! :f ~ny

Scott Ratter, chairman o7 the
city committee, had told the

CGUDeU that the Jaw. as it stood
u-.. "did nothing to prohibit

not the carryins of alcoholic
Instead, the ordinance in- beverages."
In the event of a city fair or
similar celebration, the or-

cludes a ban on the sale of
bottled beer and wine "for a
time period as annually appears
reasonable."
City Manager Carroll Fry will
announce the specific time
period for that ban in August.
The
ordinance
also
discourages the University
from scheduling any Arena
events or home football games
for that weekend.
The
University will be asked to
schedule several small events
on campus in the hopes of
reducing some of the downtown
crowd.
Student President Pa•d
Matalonis had approached the
council on June 23 with his plans
to schedule an off-campus
concert on the outskirts of town
between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m.
Matalonis said he hoped the
concert would draw from 3.000
to 4,000 persons away from the
downtown area.

dinance also reads. bet:r and
wine may be consumed on the
public street, provided the
council pa!'ses a resolution
outlining the event's physical
boundaries.

gus
'Bode

Gus says the City Council bas
abolished Halloween-aow if
they'd jus& do the same for
Monday mornings, beat waves
and thunderstorms.

Jailers ruled not under merit system
By

Diana Penner

Staff Writer

Jackson County jail officers
are not covered by the county
merit commission for deputy
sheriffs, Judge William Green
ruled Tuesday.
The ruling is the final
judgment in a case filed in
August by members of the
county
deputy
sheriff's
association and jailer Willie
Mason.
An amendment to the suit
filed in March asked the court
also to determine Mason's
rights under the merit system
after Green had dismissed a
portion of the suit asking for a
determination of the rights of
all jailers.
The
judgment
i'tates.
"Mason ... has no rights under

the rules and regulations of the
The suit charged that when county board's decision by
Jackson County Merit System the merit system was instituted ruling that, in the absence of
as they apply to Deputy in 1974, jailers had been in· statutory authority, the sheriff
Sheriffs."
eluded along with deputies. has sole authority in the hiring,
Green ruled that the merit firing and supervision of jailers.
The county board was given
Green ruled that when the ~stem, according to power
county board created the merit giVen the c:ounty board by statutory authority in 1974 to
commission for de{Mlty sheriffs statute, apphes only to deputy create a merit commission for
county deputy sheriffs by orin 1974, the positions of jail sheriffs.
The coUrt ruled that the dinance.
.officer and deputy sheriff were
separate. Jailers therefore did county board and the merit
Since the filing of the lawsuit,
not fall under supervision of the commission exceeded their County Board Chairman Bill
merit commission.
authority by attempting to Kelley bas urged that the merit
The judgment states that include jailers under the merit system be a!>olished. A
patronage system of superneither the county board nor the system.
The suit charged that the vision and hiring and firing of
merit commission has any
control or authority over jailers county board interfered with ,deputi~ would be the probable
the functions and duties of the aUernative.
hired by the sheriff.
merit commission by ruling in
When the board last fall
The merit commission April 1979 that jailers did not began considering abolishing
oversees tenure. promotions, fall under the merit com- the merit system in light of the
raises and the hiring and firing missio~~ Green upheld the controvers)' created and the
of the county's deputy sheriffs.

lawsuit. a petition drive calling
for the question to be placed
before the voters was begun.
The question wound up in court
prior to the Illinois primary
M_arcb 18, and Judge Richard
Rtchman ruled that ~ause !-he
system already ex1sted. the
merit system s~d oot be
placed on the balloL.
Kelley had supported the
creation of the commission in
1974, but he said developments
since then prompted him to
reconsider his position.
In 1974, state law did not
require law officers to be
tramed for the job and the
sheriff. under the patronage
system. could hire anyo'le for
the job. State law now requires
six weeks of basic training.

F- Senate president expects
Thompson to veto extra f11nds
increase. and the House
followed suit on June 26. The
total size of the STU appropriation as it now stands is
5149.9 million.
Keith Sanders. SIV governmental relations officer. said
that he shared Kleinau's
pessimism about the governor
signing the hill.
.. Gov. Thomp~on has indicated all along that he would
not sign the salary increase if
the state's economv is not in
good shape... Sanders said.
"With the state's unemployment rate the highest it's
been since the depression.
things look pretty bleak ...
Sanders said that no decision
will be made about whether to
attempt an override of the
expecte<i veto for several
weeks. He said that he woulrl
consult with .. legislative
frie,ds" about the prospects of
an l verride before taking any
actiun.
Klemau said that he expected
Thompson to veto the salary
monies within two weeks.
In other actions Tuesday. the
Faculty Senate unanimously
passed a resolution requesting

By Midlael MOIISOII
Sl.aR Writer

Faculty Senate Pres~d'.'nt
Marvill Kleinau said he expect.;;
Gov. James R. Thompson !!:
vetn out the additional $923.000

in salary funds appropril:tted for
th,; SIU system last month by
the General Assembly.
Kleinau. speaking at a
Faculty Senate meeting held
Tuesday, said that Thompson
will probably use his line-veto
power to trim the Assembly's
8.5 percent increase for
University personnel to 8
percent ou a 95 percent base.
Kleinau opinion was supported Dy the July issue of the
Board Newsletter, a monthlv
summary
of
legislative
developments affecting the SIV
systere The newsletter. which
is p"'JI'll'ed for Board of Trustee
mem~rs
by
the
administration, indicates that
Thompson is likely to veto the
extra salary increase.
Tbompsoo had recommended
to the Legislature only a i.5
percent iDcrease in salaries ton
a 100 percent basel when he
first offered his budget. In May
the Senate added a I percent

that tuture facultv salarv
recommendations be 'presented
directly to the president rather
than to the Budget Advisory
Com:nittee.
The resolution will be
presented to Sn; -C President
Albert Somit when he arrives in
Carbondale Aug. 15. Somit must
decide whether to act.
Kleinau said the BAC does not
adequately represent faculty
mterests. The BAC contains 16
members. with each of the
seven constituency groups on
co:.:llpus having two committee
memi..ers. Two additional
members are appointed by the
president. F.ach year the BAC
makes
salary
recommendations to the president.
"We think that the facultv.
not Civil Service workers or
students, should recommend
how faculty salary monies
should be distributed.·· Kleinau
said. "We want to work directly
with the new president."
The Faculty Senate also voted
to rename the Departme:Jt of
Speech
Pathology
and
Audiology the Department of
Communication Disorders and
Sciences.

Shah'sfami/.y maJ" be tar{.!et ofplot
WASHINGTON<API Iranian
assassins are being smuggled
into ~:gypt in a plot to kill
members of the deposed shah's
family who are expected to
gather iD Cairo upon his death.
according to an Iranian emigre
sourre here.
An estimated 20 Iranians.
allegedly operating at the
directiou of religious hardliners
in
Iran's
govermng
Revolutionary Council. are
believed to have been recruited
to infiltrate the Egyptian
capital. tbe source told The
Ass!lciated Press.

It was impossible to im- the hospitalized ousted shah and
mediatelv confirm the account. Egyptian President Anwar
The Iranian source maintains Sadat. who has granted the
close contact with various deposed monarch asylum.
"They are going there to look
groups in Iran who oppose the
for
opportunities
to
current regime.
u.S. government sources Sdid assassinate
the
shah's
the~; had heard the report.
family. "the emi2re said
which is circulatin~ in Tehran's
The emigre source sa1d most
bazaars. but had no con- of the would-be assassins were
firmation.
recruited over the last several
The source. who asked not to days from fervently religious
be identified. sa1d some of the lslam1c groups. A few are
Iranians alreadv had left Iran students who have lived abroad.
for Libya en route to Cairo. hold dual citizenship, and are
Libva's leader. Col. :\loammar openly traveling to Egypt. he
Khadafy. violently opposes both said.

Flight Restaurant

_ Lunch Specials:
1 -.. . . -

Quiche or Stuffed
omato Salad Plate
Dessert Special:

~·,>7 -~~

Apricot Antartica
Tues. & Wed.

549-1522

Southern Ill. Airport

Between Carbondale & Murphysboro
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PRESENTS

.. Speakout Carbondale"
Tonight and every Wednesday
at 6:30p.m. on Cable Chonnel7

Host Terra Stoneburner
lntenlews Special Guest
RoiHtrt Schulhof-Special Assistant
from the Attorney General's Office
Toplc:Consumer fraud

Phone In questions or comments at
529-2~2
Pa~r
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Cost of presidential search
could be less than expected
Hy Jacqui Kostczuk

stan Writer

The final tall~· of costs for the
eight-month-long presidential
search should be about half of
the original $45,500 budgeted for
the job. Jo Ann Boydston.
former search committee
chairperson. said Tuesday.
Bills paid so far total $20.903.
but that does not include an
additional $4.000 for the St.
Louis interview session where
Chan.;ellor Kenneth Shaw and
the i3ooru of Trustees met with
thrt* finalists. Bovdston said
the exact cost of the trip will be
a\·ai!abl{> next week. when all
bills should bt accounted for.
Also excluded from the total
is $9.735 in salary money for
Jean Sykes, the committee's
secretary. She was paid out of
the chancellor's office, where
she regularly works as an admJm:::rative secretary.
Costs for the nationwide
search were kept down "just by
being kind of stingy." Boydston
said. "We watched every expenditure carefully."
At the outset of the search,
Shaw had estimated costs could
go as high as $50.000.
Bovdston said she was
espeCially pleased with the
budget. considering the last
SIU-C presiden(ial search,
conducted in 1974 and ending
with the appointment of Warren
W. Brandt. cost a little less than
$20.000.

"And remember those are

1974 dollars we're talking about
there. and w~; spent less than
that in 1980. · she added
The breakdown of costs is ·
$8.057.92 for committee expenses. which include travel.
lodging. and meals for trips to
the candidates' home campuses
and to the SIU School of
Medicine: $3,041.23 for candidates· travel expenses:
$4.989.65 for meetings with the
candidates.including travel.
luncheons.
and
dinner
engagements
at
local
restaurants: S·U7239 for office
expenses: and $642 for advertising. including campus
announcements of meetings and
applicant advertising in the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Change Magazine. and two
newspapers.
The money was dra\\ n from
an operating account at the
discretion of acting President
Hiram Lesar.
Other costs excluded from the
total are those of the chancellor_
who spent about $800 for visits
to the three finalists' campuses
and for the June 5 interview
session at the St. Louis Mariott
Hotel. Shaw said his expenses
will be paid from his office
account.
The search ended June 12
with the selection of Albert
Somit. executive vice pr~sident
of the State University of New
York at Buffalo, as SIU-C's 14th
president. Ti... appointment 1s
effective Aug. 15.
I
I
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Swinburne says IPIRG funds
won't come from check-off fee
B~· Andy Strang
Stafr Writer
The Illinois Public Interest
Research Group will probably
not be funded by a negative
check-ilff fee on the SIU-C fee
statement. according to Bruce
Swinburne. vice-president of
student affairs.
..It is my feeling that the
Board of Trustees does not want
any new add-iln fees," Swinburne said.
The direction of the Board of
Trustees has been to keep the
number or f~ on the fee
statement at a minimum, according to Swinburne.
He
pointed to the Board's action of
making the Student Attorney
Fee a part of the Student Activities Fee as an example of the
direction the Board is going.
IPIRG needs the approval of
the Board in order to be funded
th~"ouli!h the fee sta!ement.
Eytalis.
IPIRG
coo:-dinator in Carbondale. said
IPIRG needs the money that
would be generated by the
proposed $2 negative check~ff

fee. He said that IPIRG activities. which will include such
projects as surveys comparing
local food store prices. will have
many advantages to SIU
students. However. IPIRG
needs more money than the S800
that
the
Uadergraduate
Student Organization has
allotted it in order to do
research effectively, according
to Eytalis.
Swmburne feels that IPIRG
can generate the needed money
by getting funded through an
addition to the Student Activities Fee. A 25-cent increase
in that fee would generate
$10,000 for IPIRG. Swinburne
said, and the Board is more
likely to approve this fee in·
crease.
A negative check~ff fee is an
optional fee that students
choose to pay or not to pay at
registration. Swinburne fears
that students will pay tt-~ fee
without knowing wha\ they are
paying. Eytalis said lPlRG will
publicize the fee. but Swinburne
said he feels that new students

rna~ not know what they are
paymg.
Swinburne said that he
supports the idea of IPIRG and
that he believes there is considerable interest among the
students. The negative checkoff fee for IPIRG "'''IS supported
by a two-tO-ilnto \'Ote in a
referendum J;:.st April, in which
3,700 students ~-!!ted.
IPIRG in Edwardsville is
presently being supported by a
$2 negative check-off fee. It
was placed on the fee
statement by "a Jot of student
and faculty support," said
Dennis Garver, who helped
organize IPIRG in Edwardsville. This summer
semester is the first one in
which the fee has been on the
fee statement, and IPIRG does
not yet know how much monev
it has received, according to
Garver.
If IPIRG does not get on the
fee statement, it will "continue
as in the past." Eytalis said.
"Maybe in the future we will try
again."

Bv Man llarmon
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Charges against the Eastgate
Liquor Mart for allegedly
selling liquor to a minor were
dropped after a subp?ena sent
to two witnesses went unanswered.

The Local Liquor Control
Commission met Monday night
to consider the charges against
Eastgate Liquors.
The charges stem from the

,~~\ State[;?CJVation

State refuses to reiPtJse (.'ubun nit/
SPRII"GFIELD lAP) - Illinois officials won't distribute $12
million in aad for Cuban refugees until federal officials end their
"incredihle .. quibbling over what to officially call the thousands of
newly-arrived immigrants. says the state public a1d darector.
Jeffrey Miller says t: .S. Attorney General Benjamin Civiletb has
refused to designate the more than 110.000 immigrants al!
"refugees" - thus their applications for aid under the federal
Cuban Refugee Aid program are being denied or delayed by all
states.
The Illinois Legislature approved $12 million last week to assist
the 8.000 Cubans expected to apply for aid in Illinois. Under the
refugee program. the federal government would reimburse tbe
state.

Summit ot·ersiUJdou·it~p Ohirtl sert·if'e
TOKYO lAP)- President Carter flew to Tokyo Tuesday to take
part in Japan's biggest post-war diplomatic gatheringmemorial servtces for the late Prime Minister Masavoshi Qhira.
But the solemn rites for the io-year~ld Japanese" leader, who
died of a heart attack June 12. will be overshadowed by Carter's
meeting with China's Premier Hua Guofeng.
The two are to confer Thursday morning before Carter heads
home on the final lap of a whirlwind 60-hour jaunt halfway around
the world and back.
The meeting was expected to be Carter's or.Jy encounter of more
than ceremonial nat•u-e. But the American chief execubve may
also bring up the sensitive issue of Japanese automobile exports in
his meetings with Japanese officials. ·

JJ7 Iwlesale {JrirPs po li{J upai11 in }unP

Liqltor commission drops charges
business' allegedly selling
liquor to a minor on April 8.
City's attorney George
Kiriakos told the Commission
that the two witnesses that were
to testify could not be contacted.
Kiriakos, reading a summary
of the case, said both witnesses
were "key to the proceedings,"
but both had moved-one to
Texas and the other to
McLeansboro, IlL
Kiriakos also told the Com·
mission that the policemen

..........................

.-.r:~

involved •n the case were
unable to testify since thev were
not eyewitnesses to the alleged
act.
He recommer.Jed that the
Commission cancel Monday
night's hearing and that it
vote to either re-schedule the
hearing or to drop the charges.
The Commission members
voted unanimously to drop the
charges.

WASHINGTON lAPl -The government's gauge of wholesale
prices rose in June despite a rare drop in the cost of energy. But the
rate of inflation at the wholesale level fell bv two-thirds from the
first quarter of the year to the second.
·

fo~h:J~:e':t f~rt~~~~~~!s~~ tt!i~:Su~~~"fev~:iat~~

year.
The Labor Department said Tuesday that its Producer Price
Index for June increased 0.8 percent from May -more than in~
previous two months but far below first-quarter levels. While
energy prices showed their first drop since March 1978 - 0.6
percent - the index for consumer goods other than food and
energy soared by 1.1 percent.
The most dramatic: c:hange was from the fi• .t quarter of the year
to the second. Fed by skyrocketing prir·.,; for: fuel and food,
wholesale prices rose in the January-M; ~~~ penod at an annual
rate of 18.9 pt'I'CeDt.
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C£ditorial
Storm clean-up:
A job well done
Over the last 10 days or so. the Southern Illinois area has
recerved a demonstration of just how destructive Mother Nature
can be. Two storms. one the evening of June 28 and the other last
Wt-dnesday afternoon, have done approximatelv $2.3 million in
damage to the city of C'.arbondale alone.
·
l..1fe is just now beginmng lo return to normal in the area.
Electricity and telephone service have been ~:ored to almost
every home. and clean-up crews are clearing away fallen trees and
other debris.
It may be awhile before we forget all the destruction wreaked by
the storms, but the work of those involved in cleaning up is making
things easier for sheD-shocked Southern Hlin01s resrdents.
Central Ulinois Public Service. the much-maligned utility
compa'?' that handles electricity for most of the Carbondale area.
is especially to be commended for its work over the past few days.
After the Wednesday storm left power lines down and electricity
knocked out in aU of Carbondale-indeed. almost all of Southern
Illinois-CIPS crews worked around the clock to restore power to
its customers.
The results? Most of Carbondale had electrical power by last
Thursday morniw.. TheSIU-C campus. which is servkod by CIPS
had power restored barely four hours after the storm hit. And,
according to a CIPS spokesman. electricity was restored to all
hc.mes illl Carbondale Tuesday.
Although 2,000 Southern lllim•is homes were still without power
Monday, CIPS expects to have its repair; done by Wednesday. A
job well done, considering the amount of dt:.,.truction caused by the
storm and the inteme, exhaustion-causiOf!; heat currently enveloping the area.
Gener-al Telephone also is to be praised t'lr it:; work following the
storm. As with CIPS. GTE crews have bt:~n working around the
clock since Wednesday to restore phone :;ervice to Southern
Illinois. And the efforts have paid orr. as all service in Carbondale
and l\lurphysboro was restored Monday night.
FmaUy, praise should go out to all others involved in the storm
clean-iJP effort-clean-up crews in local cities and on the SIU-C
campus, which are in the process of clearing away the debris from
both storms, and the Red Cross, which is giving relief to 200
families victimized by the storms.
Both storms, especially the one on Wednesday, were major
disasters. and we're fortunate that even more casualties and
property damage didn't result. The destruction done to Carbondale
Mobile Home!' ar.d the University Mall is something we think we'll
never see anywhere but on a television screen.
Slowly but surely. things are retw-ning to normal. And thanks to
CJPS. GTE and everyone else. life is a little easier for everyone.
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CLetters

Public broadcasting offers much
Being somewhat more than public's'' interest to play the
interested in broadcasting I same records over and over
noticed. with a chuckle, the again until they die of vinyl
flogging of Kevin Powell by a fatigue?
certain Mr. Timmo Cawley
printed in last Wednesday's E=!~.n~k~·~=~:~;;i~~
paper. Mind you, I have not your "jazz" show'? This to me is
crnsidered myself as a reac- true naivete! Wouldn't "gonzo"
more
types
of
tionary person. but now I'm cover
forced to break silence. How programming than schlock
anyone studying radio and r..1Ck? You claim to do l'Om·
television in this school can be me.-cial-free Sundays. When?
so ignorant of public broad- Isn't it true that if you're
casting to the point of saying " .. playing "jams" off your
all that public broadcasting playlists I which is an evil word
in public broadcasting l that
propaganda," is beyond me.
There is more to t.roadcasting you're actually adve1·tising
than giggling. spinning records those recon1s?
Your comment about "lazy.
and selling time «this is mort'
than obvious in the wake of this shiftless floaters" knowing
recent storm.l The Federal more about radio than Kevin
Communications Commission
has mandated licensees to
··serve the public interest.
convenience and nel'essity.' •
and this means serving the
ENTIRE community. not just a
I would like to publicly say
particular audience.
thank you to the office of
Too often. format radio Student Development on behalf
forgets that the airwaves are a of IPIRG-the Illinois Public
public trust, a scarce natural Interest Research Group. SO
resource that should be nur- accommodated us with a
i.•.tred with a high degree of temporary office during this
resJ.'Onsibility. Is it in "yow- past spring semester petition

Powell is as absurd as vou
trying to explain how radio
works! Have you ever produced
any program that would serve
the "public interest, convenience and necessity'?" Isn't
production more than reading
someone else's copy over music
and attempting an exact fadeout at 30 seconds?
Listen. Timmy, for all its
faults, public broadcasting
offers much more opportunity
and room for growth for its
employees and its loyal
audience than a radio staUon
controlled bv the inter• ~t-; of
your sales department.-t-'huck
Miller, Senior, Radi~Television

IPIRG appreciated help
drive and referendum. We
really did appreciate the
smiling faces and multitude or
help and information ·Juring
some hectic times. So, thanks a
million.-Michael Bingham,
IPIRG Board Member

Republican image changing rapidly
WASHINGTON-If Republicans aren't
careful, they may yet 10-"£ the 111:age the>: have
nurtured so carefully all these years-an 1mage
of stodginess unrelieved by any trace of vitality.
With Ronald Reagan's call for a 10 percent cut in
income tax rates as of January 1. the GOP is
k1cking up its heels. By George. there is life in
the old girl yet.
The interesting thing about Reagan's proposal
is that it is not just Reagan's proposal. It is a
specifically Republican Party proposal. Behold!
There were the sponsors on page 1. squinting into
the sun, frowning fine Republican frowns, and
we could marvel at the presence not only of such
senatorial stalwarts as Roth of Delaware and
Dole of Kansas, but also Percy of Illinois and
Javits of Sew York. Ah, unity! Blessed is thy
holy name.
Is the proposal a serious proposal? Yes and no.
It surely is serious politics. It is indeed gorgeous
politics. This is gamesmanship at the level of
Wimbledon's centre court, a perfect example of
how to win credit without actually losiflll
revenue. But the question is, will the bill pass'f
The answer is, no, not lurdly.
The GOP's proposition scarcely had been
voiced before tl:.e Washington Post was snorting
and fumi~. Reagan contends that a tax cut
would get the !!Conomy ~t of i~ recession,
provide the caprtal on which new jobs depend.
reduce unemployment and not feed inflation.
That argument, sniffed the Post, "lacks
verisimilitude." That means the Post doesn't
bt>lieve it.
But in this area. who knows what to believe?
Ten years ago, in fiscal '70, the Treasury took in
$00.4 billion m individual income taxes. Bv 1975
1'0111.t: ~: l>aily Egyphan, July 9. 1980
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is political hardba~l. Republicans are playmg
pepper on the infield. They are having a wonderfuJ time. In addition to Reasan's tax
proposals, Jack Kemp's imiaginat1ve bill to
promote "enterprise zones" in the heart of
decaying cities is commanding much attention.
Colorado's Sen. BillArmstrong is out in front of
the effort to increase the base pay and benefits or
servicemen. Rudy Boschwitzof Minnesota keeps
making waves. On the House side. Bob Bauman
of Maryland is providing the kind of
parliamentary leadership that rallies the troops.
The prrmary role of an opposition party. to be
sure. is to Opt)Ose. The revitali~ed Republicans
have been doing plenty of this. Sen. Gordon
Humphrey of New Hampshire. for one example,
has sunk some bulldog teeth into the tax-funded
fiascoes known as the White House Conference
on Families. Former President Ford, casting his
nice-guy image to the Wil'ds, has tak£n off on
Jimmy Carter with a whoop ar.d a holler. Sen.
Jesse, Helms of North carolina, in the finest
trlldition of such Southern Democrats as Dick
Russell and Jim Allen, is demonstrating a new
Re~blican mastery of parliamentary in-

these revenues had &rown to $122.4 b11lion. In
1979 the income tax produced $203.6 billion.
Revenues in the current fiscal year are
estimated at $237.8 billion. Without a change in
tax ratPS, the individual income tax would
produce SZ75.7 billion in 1981. By 1985, according
to the Congressional Budget Office, the tax
would take $550.2 billion from the people-an
amount equal to a stunning 12.5 pen:ent of the
gross national product.
Under the Republican proposal, asswning no
offsetting gains, individual income tax reveuues
would drop in 1982 by perhaps $24 billion. nat's
aU.
Are we to believe that everytbq would
therefore go to the bow-wows? The argument
f~ghtifll.
lacks verisimilitude. 1 do mt believe it. Over the
Whafs gotten iato the old bull elephant?
past 10 years, the federal tax burden bas mare
Monk~y glands? For the first time in years, the
than tripled-from $193.7 billion in 1970 to a
pa~y out of power is ~bavi.ng like a party ~t
prospective $603.5 billion in fiscal '81. Under the
ser1ously means to gam power. By commg out m
worst scenario, which assumes a dead loss of $24
favor of a specific, significant tax cut, Reagan
billion, the Congress would still have tremenhas put Jimmy carter in the me-too corner. It's
dous sums to ~lay with. But Reagan's economic
not a comfortable spot, as Republicans well
advisers may Just possibly be right: This modest
know: They've been stuck there for most o£ the
tax cut could in fact create jobs, which create
past 5U years.
new taxes, which offset the loss.
Copyright,
, Universal Press s.vndicate
ln any event to .~-eturn to ~!!a:!!in!.tLLheeil.lm!.lie~th~i~s_ _ _....;..;..._ _1980
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Franki., K~ runs a small
l!!riK'.,rT store loca tt"d fh.,
blocks- a•a,. from the Ohie
Rh er iJI {"a
llliuuis. lbf' onf'aislf' stor., carrif's mainh
package goods. but also ha-s
som., fr~h product' and meats.
Koe and his wiff', Kum Wl'rl'
born in {"hina and came to th.,
l"nited States in 1932. In 19-U
Koe setUt'd in ('airo wheT~" he
Sf'l up his stun 011 Poplar strf'tot
amo .. g a dozen other stores.
KDI''S <iilon is IIOW . - oah Sl.orf'
Slill opra iD ~ arl'a. '':\h ba;iJWSs i s - of tbe few
nmaining in an arra that uY'd
to be really prosperous. The
young peoplr have no rt'ason to
come back to ("airo and settle
down." Koe says.

irn.

Uptown mediators help solve hassles
CHICAGO IAPI - What's a
person to do?
A woman who has purchased

an apartment building in a rundown neighborhood wants to fix

it up. Next-door neighbors
dump garbage on her property.
Chicken bones flung over the
fence could lt>ad to real trouble.
But not necessarily. for
there's a mediation service to
tum to.
So ir. Uptown. a North Side
neighborhood rich with tough
bars, flashing blue police lights
and sometimes quick justice.
the chicken bone dispute goes to
volunteer mediation.
It was a question of "radicaUy
varied lifestvles in this case, ..
said Jobn Pavton. who directs
the Upto"A'D-Edgewater Neighborhood Justice Center. ''"The
woman had already sworn out a
warrant. but when she found out
about the service, she was quite
agreeable" to working out a
solution with a voiunteer
mediator.
Payton, a social worker witb
a master's degree in theology,

3aid the service is simple.
Someone with a gripe calls •.be
center and talb to a volunteer
mediatar. who contacts tbe
opposing party_ If both agree.

the center sets up a medi~tion
session where both parties
negotiate a settlement - in
anvwhere from 45 minutes to
foUr hours. AU sessions are
confidential and other than the
final agreement. no records are
kept.
The center is run in
cooperation witn the Chicago
Bar Association. It has been
financed for 18 months by
private foundation grants which
wiU expire in January.
The service has settled nearly
60 disputes through formal
negotiation sessions and taken
more than 400 calls since it
opened in October 1979.

C::!t C::te:i~~a~e c C :
teristics - they are between
people who know one another,
and usuaUy involve mutual
harassment that started witb a

pitchers of
Hamms

pitchers of
$2• 25 Oly&
Busch

misunder-standing. Paytoo said.
One peudiDg case involves a
reguJv customer ol a cat
~ing service. "She brought
m her cat to be groomed and the
animal was injured in the

process,'' he said. •'The woman
would stand outside and teU
other customers that people
inside beat the animals."
Since the complaint invohred
neighborhood residents and
both parties agreed to
negotiate. the case has been
docketed and wiU be heard bv
one of 29 mediators. who are
paid S10 per session. The service is free to participants.

toN:;~ ~:c:::.ro~~~:!

many cases the problem has
become so mutually irksome,
they're willing to come to a
setUement." Payton said. What
binds the agreement? "Only
their
faith,'' he said. But

:::n

ouL"

ftood

f:Jhi:'!

~=~0~0 ·~~

Then. the justice center
becomes ··a preventative
bef::!edr:;:;nf-:o!!!
role and assume a neutral senous incidents," be said.
Payton warns that the center
position for an interesting
change of pace. In additio.'l. is oot a cure--aU. It only really
"it's satisfying to feel that works when the parties realize
you·ve facilitated a process they have a lot to gain by
where people are really working out a solution. ··u
working out their own problems people are dead set against
-rather than ha";ng some so- mediation - either t.bev're so
called expert tell them what to angry they v•ant the -justice
system to impose a sentence. or
do." he said
they're so afraid of the person
Another benefit of the justice they want him put in Jail center may be far more im· whatever the reason is. if they
portant. yet difficult to pin dnn·t want to settle. they :simply
down. Resol·nng a small dispute wor. 't," he said.
could diffuse a personal
The main problem that the
argument the t otherwise could
have en~ in a knifmg or justice cent"r faces is getting
word
out to neighborhood
shooting in the volatile VptO'A-n
residents that thei"e is an
neighborhood.
alternative to litigation or
A recent proitle of Chicago violence.
"Right now. people are not
murders showed tbat most are
committed by people who know socialized to use this service."
each other and many occur he said. "They think first of
because of frustration over going to the police or a lawyer.
trivial incidents, such as a petty We're out to tell people about
the option."
theft or a family feud.
Volunteer mediators ' - r a

:::::s~w\::P'::=~::~~:~
abandon their amuaJ adversary
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'Relaxing' bike tour
to be held July 12
·.i By James G. O'Connell

which trip to take when they
meet at 9 a.m. Saturday in front
Students interested in a of the Recreation Center.
"relaxing, recreational"
bicycle ride can register with . ..Southern Illinois is just an
Student Outdoor Adventure tdeal area for bicycling ··
Recreation for a July 12 bike Dabrowski said, "because it h~s
tour. according to Clem !~:~~y diverse and beautiful
Dabrowski of the Touch of
Dabrowski said the group will
Nature Environmental Cl.nter.
Dabrowski said the bike tour stop and swim and observe a
will be tree and will include relaxing pace during the bike
either a long trip past the Crab tour and beginner bikers as well
Orchard Spillway to the Little as experts are welcome.
Grassy Spillway and then back
Dabrowski also said he ex
along Giant City Blacktop, or a pects to ini_tiate weekend-Jon~
short trip to Cedar Lake and bike t_ours, mcluding overnight
back. He said the long trip campmg at a nature area in the
would be about 20 miles and that fall if enough interest is
the group of bikers will decide generated.
Staff Writer

Robt>rt Rt'flford. a rt'form-mindt>d prison "·ardt>n
posinJ! a~ an inmalt>. is initiatt'd into prison

"'Brttba/;er' offers social message
t/1 rou{lll cleJJictiotl ofprison life
n,- 1-:dwatol R. Rl'rrv
Siudrnt Writer
.
You're led d..,wn a halhnv
th.:>t's filled wtth rats and the
smell of 311C.I perspirtng men.
who eye you as you pass by each
of their cubicles. Finallv. vou
reach \'OUr destination and 'the
burlv 'eseort instructs \'OU to
proeeed into your ""new home.··
The iron bars of the cell door
slide shut and you are separated
from freedom. Your only hope
is ""Brubaker ...
"Bn;baker ... starring Ro~rt
Redford as ti.(' yot•!!g reformoriente::! warden sworn to
chang~- tne current !'tandards of
the prison system. is a film that
l"Ontains social intentions.

~:~~8swith rr:~~~\\~nhum~n~~~

"Brubaker"" depicts the harsh
standards of prison life and the
psychological reactions to its
horrifying norms.
However. the realistic por·
trayal of a prisoner's reformation in ·'Brubaker"" has to be
doubted. Certain scenes in
"Brubaker" are somewhat
glamorized and unconvincing.
and mav lead one to wonder
whether-the film is an accurate
rel)resentation or another
Hollywood \'ersion of our penal
svstem.
·The fact that life-long
"habitual"" criminal Larrv Lee
Bullen 1Da\·id Keith 1 aequircs
such an overwhelming liking to
Brubaker lean•s the \'iewer
contu~ed
Although he has
,:nubbed everv soctal Institution
ht•, f'\"('1" come In contact with.
he n·adJly accepts a drastic
lif<·~tyle change because of
Brubaker. fo'ormerly a young
punk driven by mischief.
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Game inventor confused
:\10:\TCLAIR. N.J. IAPl t\iicholas Platt savs he doesn't
understand why· people get
~.ngry when they play his
commodity futures game: "If
you're going to lose it-and you
will-you might as well not lose
it in real life."'
In the end. Platt says, players
alwa\·s lose: ""I haven't won a
game yet. Every time I think.
·what if I go for a long shot?"'
Hb ""Limit t:p"' game closely
resembles the risky business of
trading commodit~· futures:
Players fork O\'er play money
to take a chance on uncertain

future values of hogs, wheat.
corn, cattle, Treasurv notes and
gold. · They dravi "market
cards'' with good .1ews"Heavy snows blanket Peoria.
Farmers can't get their pigs to
market, hogs up one cent," --or
bad news-"Trichinosis scare
in Northeast, hogs down."
Platt
began
inventing
games "when I was just out of
college and didn't havl'
anythmg to do." His first was
packaged as "Strike Price." a
high-finance
of
Monopoly.

WE ARE NOW
TAKING ORDERS fOR
549-3324

519 S.lllinois Ave.
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Redford's role as the unor" thodox warden enables him to
present a character who
stimulates intriguing now
developments in an almost
Bullen. with the help of added hopeless situation. His stern
responsibilities and a new title. values and method of attacking
transforms into a totally new issues create a means of good
character who jumps up and entertainment amid the seriObS
down at the mere sight of his subject matter.
new "messiah."
Prison refonnation depicted
The main philD.'"ophy behind
is an important
Warden Brubaker's refor- in "Brubaker."that
needs atsocial
issue
mation method is to treat
prisoners as human beings and tention, but only if the portrayal
accurate
and not
is
somewhat
not as pieces of meat. Richard
Ward's portrayal of the old and just a Hollywood version of life
decrepit Abraham exemplifies and its evils. The fact that this
the unproductive results of a film offers entertainment and a
system that"s based on brutality message, makes "Brubaker" a
success.
instead of ethics.
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Quake inSight grows
8v ('olleen :\toore
Siarf Writer

An explosion of knowledge ; ~
earthquakes in this area has
taken place in the last few
years, Sheila Steele. a Carbondale geologist. says.
Steele has found a correlation
between earth tides and quakes
occurring in the New Madrid
system. which stretches from
Western Arkansas through
Missouri and Kentucky to the
southern tip of Illinois
By studying April 1978 data.
she noticed that at the same
time the earth tide increased.
more small quakes took place.
An average of three small
quakes occur weekly in the New
Madrid region. she said.
·'The earth tide has increased
significantly since 1978," Steele
said.
Since 1978. researchers
throughout the world have
found a major increase in
quakes, she said, and some like
herseU believe it is due to earth
tide changes.
Steele said another theory is
that the quakes in the New
Madrid system might be caused
by stresses concentrated along
rift scars. These scars run
northeasterly through the
Mississippi Embayment and

continue north.
"This part of the cor.tinent at
one time began to rift apart or
break open," she said. The rift
was caused by magma that rose
up from the ground and when
the magma cooled. the crust
began to settle back down.
Steele said another assumption is that renewed rifting of
the continent is causing vertical
stress activity.
Steele said that radon-a
radioactive gaseous element
produced by the breakdown of
radium-may be evidence that
Southern Illinois faults continue
into the seismic zone and

~~::;~P~ ~~~fsm.h?!k:;.~ere

By studying the distribution
of radon in these areas. Steele
said she found a northeasterly
trend
of
higher
radon
emanation.
Steele has eight radon
stations located in the Missouri
Bootheel and western Tennessee and two stations in
Southern Illinois.
Besides radon. other earthquake precurso_rs include
sudden changes m surface
tilting, animal behavior.
electrical properties of rocks
and fluid pressure in wells.
The last quake affecting

Southern Illinois occurred on
Nov. 9. 1968. It was felt in 23
states and had a magr.itude of
5.3 on the Richter Scale.
Steele said a minor quake has
a magnitude of 2.0 to 4.0. an
intermediate quake registers
above a 4.0 to 6.0 magnitude.
and a major quake has a
magnitude al::ove 1>.0.
The last three major quakes
felt in Southern Illinois occurred in Ulll and 11::12.
In a 50.000-square-mile area
around New Madrid. a small
viUage in the Missouri Bootheel,
all property was destroyed.
New Madrid was the epicenter
of the great quakes, which
reached 8.0 on the Richter
Scale. Fewer than 100 people
were killed, however, because
the population was sparse.
The San Andreas fault in
California is the greatest threat
in the United States. Steele said.
Other potential danger spots
are the New Madr.d zone and
faults in Alaska and Hawaii.
Two major earthquake belts
are the Circum-Pacific Belt,
which runs along the coast of
continents bordering the Pacific
Ocean, and the MediterraneanAsiatic Belt. which stretches
from southern China to Italy.

Professor to test soybeans
8v Randv Roguski
siart writer
Two SIU-C scientists have
received $30.000 to test SO'Irbean
strains for drought and salt
tolerance.
John Yopp. professor of
botanv. and J.K. Leasure.
profesSor of plant and soil
sciences. will spend two years
identifying which varieties of
soybeans are most droughtresistant.
"Soybeans are a high source
of protein," Yopp said. "As
such they have the potential to
ease 'the world food problem."
Yopp said soybeans are used
primarily as meat extenders.
but are also used in ott,er foodc;
as a source of protein.
The grant was made by ~
Illinois Soybean Progr~m
Operational Board. wh1ch

distributes to marketing and
research projects a portion of
the value of each bushel of
soybens sold in the s~te. .
"We're in compet1t1on wtth
the University of Illinois and the
other state schools for these
grants. I thin~ we've held our
own:• Yopp satd.
Research is being conducted
at Life Science II in special
walk-i.u growth chambers
capable of simulating a variety
of climate conditions. "We can
create any condition from a wet
mountain region to a dry desert
region," Yopp said. "W~ can
also program day and m~t ...
We do this with all our studies.
By simulating irrigation.
Yopp and Leasure hope to
determine at which stages of
the plant's life ~ycle irrigation
is most product1ve. Yopp sa1d

irrigation is expensive. and he
hopes to tell farmers the most
profitable times of the year for
its use.
Yopp said test results will be
applicable throughout the
world, although he feels his first
obligation is to ISPOB. '"f~ere
is real use for the results rtght
here," he said.
"Southern
Illinois has ~lways been
susceptible to drought."
Results could aJso be useluJ in
Northern Africa, the Mideast
and the southwestern United
States, Yopp added.
Yopp recently completed a
$15,000 project. also funded by
ISPOB. to develop a model
svstem for nitrogen fixation of
the soybean plant. The purpose
was to investigate how the plant
manufactures its own natural
fertilizer from the air.

Tomorrow

Big Twist
& the
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Attucks
Park

Canoe the
Current River

uly 18, 19, & 20, 1980
Cost: $21.00
Do something you have always wanted to do.

c...oe the

popular Current Ri11er. locared in sourhem Missouri. Fun
lor beginners as well as the experienced Price indudes
food. caroes. life Jackers and paddles; ewrything but lrans·
portallon. l1mit.?d space <wadable. 5'911 up today!
S1gn up lor all trips
Uni11ersi1y PrO<Jramm•ng Office
3rd. Floor. Student Center
S36 3393 or 453· :.021

Orgamzalional Meeting
Wed .. July 16. b-9pm.
Jn Illinois Room. Student Ctr
Car Pools will be arranged

Ex-faculty member dies
John Clifford. former faculty :\l!ssissippi River series.
member at SIU-C. died Monday Clifford was ~;he author of a
at the Styrest Nursing Home in number of articles an~ wll!i a
mel!l~r of several of hJSt~ncal
Carbondale.
Clifford, 64, of West Frank- soc1e~1es. and professional
fort. was appointed Soc:ial orgamzatlons.
Studies libranan and assoc1ate
Funeral services for Clifford
professor at Morris Library in
1955. He also taught in the will be held at 2 p.m. WedHistory Department and was an nesday at the Campbell Funeral
advisor to SIU Press on the Home in Carmi.
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IQ tests ruled free of cultural bias
CHICAGO < APl - A federal
JUdge has dismissed charges
that citv school officials used
racially biased mtelligence
tests to determine if children
are mentallv retarded.
Of the hundreds or questions
contained in three IQ tests. onlv
nine could be considered to he
culturally b1ased against black
children or too questionable to
be used. l'S. District Judge
John F Grady ruled Monday.
Wallace Wmter. chief Iawver
for the plaintiffs. said Tuesday
a decision will be made within a
Wl't'k to 10 da\'S on whether to
appeal Grad/s decision.
"We ha\·e serious problems
with the judge's statement that
the tests can be a little racial
and still be legal." Winter said.

Patrick Halligan. one of the
lawyers for the Chicago Soard
of Education. said he was
pleased with Grady's ruling but
termed it "unfortunate" that
the judge included in his
decision every question and
answer on all three tests.
Halligan noted Grady said the
items
he
considered
questionable "do not render the
tests unfair and would not
significantly affect the score of
an individual taking ihe test. ..
Grady's 117-page opinion,
issued Mondav. came on a suit
filed in 1975 by a group called
Parents in Acti.1n on Special
Education. They argued that a
black child who !ook the tests
was three times a~; likelv to be
white
classified retarded as

a

child and placed in special
dasses for the educable
mentally handicapped~ El\IH 1
The judge said a question-by·
question review of the three
tests - the Stanford-Sine! and
two forms of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children ·'do
not
showed
thev
discriminate 'against black
children in the Chicago public
schools."
His ruling differed from one
handed down last fall b\· l' S.
District Judge Robert F
Peckham in California. who
found the tests were culturally
biased against black children.
Grady said many of the
questions that allegedly were
too difficult for black children
were equally difficult for whites

N•Lrsing storm-damagedplants
not tlzat difficult, say specialists
8\ l'nin·rsih '\f'ws St"n-ict"

·u the recent storms have put
a double "hl'mm\· on vour
landscapin!l or garden. ·hortil'ulturi~ts and foresters at
Sit' -C have ~ome advice for
you-don't pamc
It's not that diffkult to nurse
plants and trees back to health.
For vegetable gardens. the
best medicine seems to be the
least
"Leave your garden alone ...
says Irvin H1llyer. a vegetable
specialist in the Department of
Plant and Soil Science
"If vour corn is flattened or
tomatOes smashed, don't try to
prop them up. You could snap
them off. Most vegetable plants
will correct or shape them-

selves. You'll have to accept
some damage."
For flowers. shrubs and other
ornamentals, horticulturist
Gerald Coorts suggests pruning
damaged plant parts.
"Prune it back to a node if
possible ... C'oorts said. "Cut off
the damaged part to a point
where a leaf or a branch comes
out. Try to shape it a little as
you do that. There's very little
else vou can do."
For trees, the advice is
similar. SIU-c foresters advise
removing broken limbs at the
point where limb growth began.
That will often mean cutting
back to the trunk.
It is important, they say, to
make the cut smoothly, and

even with the surface of the tree
trunk.
Three cuts rna\' be necessan·
to remove large limbs safe!\·
and cleanly. Make the first cut
few feet out trom the trunk on
the bottom of the limb. Make
the SE'C£•nd cut on the top of the
limb about one blade's width
closer to the tree trunk than the
first cut.
As the second cut is completed. most of the limb will
snap off and leave a stump that
can be cut at the trunk with
little damage to the tree.
Trying to remove a large limb
with one cut can cause the limb
to snap off in a way that will
further damage the tree. the
experts said.

a

for example, items that another store. but the opinion
asked the child to idenlifv noted some black childrPn
Genghis Kahn or name the
continent where Chile is responded by saying they would
located.
return home because it ts
dangerous to be on the strePt
Among the questions he found
unacceptable was: ·'What is the
Grady <~lso found tht·
color <'1 rubies?" Gradv noted possibil!!y oi racial b1as in a
that one black child who took question about what a person
the test thought the question
referred to a woman's name should do if he finc:h' a wallet or
and responded. "she's black.''
pocketbook. Witnesr.es for the
Another question the judge plaintiffs said it would be
had a problem with was: "What
would vou do if vou were sent to ··sUicide" for a black chi!J to
buv a- loaf of 'bread and the try to return it to the owner.
grocer said that he did not have which was considered the
any more'?"
correct response, because the
The lest manual said the child would be accused of
correct answer was to go to having stolen it.
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Staff Writer

Burglars removed a plate
glass window to get inside the
showroom of Suzuki of Carbondale and stole two motorcycles and other merchandise
but neglected almost $5.000 in
cash that was in a bank deposit
envelope in a back room
Jackson Cour.tv Sheriff's
office reported that sometime
between 4 and i a.m. Monday.
someone removed a plate glass
window from its frame at the
front of the showroom on Route
13 without breaking it and then
entered the building. Employees of the dealership
reported finding the window
leaning agai'lSt the building
when they 1.. rived.
Missing from the showroom
were a new 175 cc yellow trail
motorcvcle valued at $1,199 and
a mini'-bike worth $629. Also
taken from the shop were seven
motorcvcle helmets. five
motocrOss jerseys and assorted
motorcycle parts.

Police reported that the

~::~

::r=: ~e::!k rn·::

back room of the shop. Police
said that the manager of the
dealership had not made his
usual night bank deposit
follo\\;ng the previous day's

business, but the money was in
an envelope marked for deposit
at a bank.
Although it is not known if the
burglars went into the room
where the money was, police
did say that the envelope appeared to be '"untouched."

Cold
Roast Beef
Open till 8 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

~---"7-·-~-

BAKERY-DELl

...

Murdale

457-au

~

~,

(01s SUMMER
CLEARANCE
IS

NOW IN PROGRES

Burglars overlook $5,000 in cash
By Tony Gordon
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..

Special Savings
on:

TOPS

30 to 50% off

JEANS
SWIMSUITS

DRESSES 30 to 50%oH

SKIRTS
Plus shorts, rompers,
sundresses

ALL ON SALE
Come in and register
for drawing of
10 speed bicyr!e:.

~nven1en1
~-

FoodMan

~ ~~s
~

608 S. Illinois

Rt. St & Pleasant Hill

......

STORE HOURS
BAMT010PM

MONDAY-SATURDAY
BAMTOBPM

SUNDAY

VAC-PACUD

R.B. Rice Bacon

H~\13 9
Plcg.

B0

SWEET

EATING
GOLI)Ef
RIPE

Dole Bananas

~29c

Lasdoas Ripe

Peaches

3~ 1
5

FLORIDA
GOLDEN KERNEl

Sweet Corn

!69c

fviORE THAN THE PRICE I .• R1
... Only Guaranteed-To-Pi ::as
· - - - 1ttLD

.
1111

MORE THAN THE
PRICE iS R!GHT

. ,.and the Price
is Rightf
EYERYDA Yftc IIYSI

l.iS£1'A CHOtCf
TIHDf.A JUtC'f

~A(SHWI10LI

PORK

Sirloin Steak

Lain Roast

Lb.,~o

5'···59

Lb. . .

•

FftEE!

Generic Foods

.. THl
BRIGHT YELLOW lABEl

~ ~£0A AJSOtiTEOCOlOIIS t:ZC OFI'
~ Cottaal1e Tissue

Urge

-

~ SAUSAGE.PEPP£110NIOAHAII8UAG£A 11 .5-oc.
~Fax Deluxe Pizza
......

FOR QUALITY, VARIETY ANil

National's Produc .h

1

S 09

79(

2 ~5109
~age

2;:;99(
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IIOST HIPULAA SALAD VEG£J ABLE

IUD OF CALIFOAMA

Iceberg Lettuce ... ~

Z=l 1@
5(t

Fi:'rid. Linles
T'~:t:'

. .-

1

8 ... 88'

Ronaaine Lettuce

lll

MAKesoooosALADSGAEAT·

Whale Leaf Spinach

Lb

z;h~is~~;h

LD

Rdbdbhes 3 ::;. 6!

s .... 59' c:'b:...

s ....

1

s1

lCE Ifl RIGHT ... and the Price is Rightl
To~Pi~:ase

U.S.D.Am Choice Beef!

l ....rytlay
Svper Prke '

Super Special)

Retlucetl 20•,1>
4J.S D A Gov·r ""'ECTEO
FAAMF'AESH

Whole Fryers

~-

...

1-t..b

s.,., Special
f

~

R.I.RICE'S

'fl"~-

WMOltHOG

\

...
...,,.,
...
.....
...
.. ,_

!l"'l

79•

.,., ; )19

~::s;i;·
Roll

S)"

JJ •

....

s 1'"
; 1..,

98'

MORE Savjnas
ON DAIRY FOOD~'

:=

sgc
- age

~ NATIONAL'S

TomaJuice

c...

~SIIUCIIEIIS
~G...pe Jelly or Jmn
)

)

Lb

MAKES GOOD SALADS GREAT•

Whole Le•f Spin.ch
)

49C

IIOSTii'OPUI.AIISAUDVEGETABlE

Romaine Lettuce

lll.

GAIIDEN FIIESH FlAVOR

Zucchini Squ•sh
Tfiii-CO\ICAt$111'

RfltRiidisMs
OAIIICJENFMSH

Cuamtbers

Lb

3~

5

5100
Ptcl

Drtsnll

sgc
49c

&gc

~NATIONAl'S
~F•d•l Tissue

Strawberries

~OPEN PIT

-:5149

~NATIONAL'S

CLUIOIII~IIESH

Gna11Peppers

5 ....

200-ct.

~ BBQ Sauce Reg.

~G ...Mm

2 -It-oz.

$189

sgc
2/99¢

c...ckers

1100

S100

H. b.

Ptog.

let.

...

OUR 11¥1001JCE IS 100~

au..

GUARANTEEO.TD-I>LEASE

Gf ....AN

@ c.:!•• ~. . 5229
Ch

It

...

@NAnoN&l'SSUG....
!;
P\&INOACAUNCHY

"'~ Cake
Donuts

,.....,.

..,.

79c

MAGIC SUGAR

'

$189
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·C -IHotFrid
:
J ;~~Chicken
L.~Ji:- .0'---:_j 3PIECESERVING.

~~

'0

MAYROSEALLMEAT

\..t:/

~

MAYROSE OLOE TYME SLICED

~

KAHN'S HllLSHIRE

~

@../

I~

5

":::

•

1149

Sliced Large Bologna

$139
Lb.

Jalapeno or Pickle Loaf
Knackwurst or Bratwurst

5229
Lb.

MAYROSE. MAX GERMAN OA KREY.
NATURAL CASING

Sliced Braunsch\leiger
HICKORY SMOKf). SUGAR ':URED

~ Sliced Slab Bacon

5289

GREEN GODDESS OR MERRYWOOO FARMS

Sliced Cheese

lb.

lb.

5379

,_.,..,_........
·---·
...-... -···Bottle

.
•

-~--~~·······~

·-v

.....

~~~

~

-~:1\

ii

Johnson's

l@ iJI:;;,;.;;,
12-cl

Box

~.

'~' MAXIMUM STRENGTH

. ll. ·'

Si1kience

..:f':/

1

~'

SH.-MPOO OA C:J .. DtTI()NE._

, 59

?-oz.
Bottle

MUL Tl COLOR

'~~ ~

Lounge Chair

--~~~zss
......

AEGU\.Atll

OAUTU
IOOY
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~· Anacin Capsules
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FILM DEVELOPING I
PRINTING SPECIAL

~!posures

5 199

~posurn

5299

24

!~posurn
Exposutes

5349

Wednesday's Puzzle
ACROSS

·Doctor: 'Smokeless tobacco'
may cause mouth, throat sores

45 Color

1HOUM:Sp.

46 Dunng

SGetridol

48 Session

9 Nautical

52 Rescue
560nt.clty

CCift1m8nd
14 Feats
15 Yugosllw
city: II.
16 Italian com-

mune

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

57 Straighten
58 Frenzied

59 Diet
.. • • •

60Racluse

61 Bog

11 Ottoman

18Rata19Mr. Fudd

20G..-Iet1er

21 Salad tterns:
2wotds

23A-er
25 Desserts

62 Othetwlse
63 That 11: Latin
64EquaJ
65 Colored

YO•

M

TWill

Dllllll1'••

•rAtfa

t l I
lti'.DII•

It

A It I

•
C

&.

I

I

ft

L A Ill I

DOWN
1 Purvey

2 Critic•'
3Thong

26 Plus

27 Uma'l locale
29Kinsman
32 Mantel
35Adore
36 Italian City
37 Land unit

38 F'tSts: Stang

39Rodc'n'40Bum
41 Wine bucket

42 PeMIIzwd
43 Drag

44 Performer

4 tnquore
5 Pardoned
6 Flutter
7 Greek City
8Eian.

, Care. IJ8III8
• .J Eternally
30 Lane! body
31 Shaven
32Milk: Prefix

44 Amuse
45 - tape
47 Ore sources
48 Night nol8e

49AUIIrie's

9 Hasty glance 33 Resound
neighbor
34 Set limits:
50 European
1 t Gate Charge
3 woods
51 Gluttony
12 Fat
35 Auth« Clare 52 Salvador -

10 Wortll

13 Seamen
8. 21 Very good
36 Publish
22 8lazel
38 Etec:tron tube
24 Kind ol beer 42 Destiny

53 Alleged Ioree
54 Helieline
55 Friend: Fr.
59 Nourished

CHICAGO - Tobacco users
who have switched from
cigarettes to snuff and chewing
tobal'CO to avoid lung cancer
may be taking a chance on
developing sores in their
mouths and throats. a doctor
says.
"Smokeless tobacco"
products may be useful in
weaning nicotine addicts from
their cigarette habit. according
to an article in the July 11 issue
of the Journal of the American
Medical Association.
But snuff and chewing
tobacco may prove even more
dangerous than cigarette
smoking to delicate mouth and
esophagus linings, Dr. Alan
Blum said elsewhere in the
same issue.
Snuff and chewing tobacco,
advertised
by
some
manufacturers as a safe
alternative to smoking is
gaining popularity.
Chuck Tanner. National
League All..Star coach is an
example. He formerly was a
ciga~;: smoker. who now uses
chewing tobacco.
Many ballplayers are going to
snuff. It's cleaner and they
don't have to spit and it ap-

parently gives them as much
satisfaction.
Snuff-dipping. the placing of
pulverized tobacco between the
gum and cheek. reportedly is
increasing among youths in the
Sou.h. a recent article in the
:'-lew England Journal of
Medicine said.
And the L'.S. Department of
Agriculture noted a 6 percent
increase in tobacco chewing
recentlv. Blum said.
He said snuff causes gum
disease. tooth abrasion and
white patches on the throat
which can become cancerous.
He also pointed out that
chewing tobacco could lead to
cancer of the mouth, throat and
digestivf: tract.
Blum based his findings on
various studies done by medical
researchers, including one of
more than 2.000 patients in
India who used chewing
tobacco. which may contain
different ingredient than
American tobaccos.
News of possible dangers
didn't bother one chewer retired ;o.tew York Yankee
pitcher Jim "Catfish" Hunter.
••·ho has been chewing tobacco
since he was a senior in high

schl)()l.
Hunter. 24. said warnings of
health problems associated
with chewing wouldn't stop him
"It's dangerous 1f you just get in
your car," he said. ·'Drinking is
probably a bigger problem than
any of it."
0

sr:ok!t::es.ro:cc~ rCo~o;cil~h=
trade group which represents
some tobacco companies.
denied that chewir.g or dipping
is harmful.
··smokeless tobacco has not
been found scientifically as a
cause of an\' oral lesion in
humans including cancer- with
respect to any study cited." said
Gerry Gilmartin. executive vice
president of the group.
He said a 1979 surgeon
general report concluded that •
'"snuff and chewmg tobacco
have not been found to increase
mortality
in the t.:nited
States'."
And, said Blum. unlike
professional physicians, "Mr.
Gilmore does not have patients
whose lives depend on him. I do.
I don't think there are two sides
to this issue. Tobacco. when put
next to the cheek. is definite)\'
irritative." he said.
•

Murdale Shopping Center
Open 7 Days A Week (Mon-Sot 11-9. Sun 12·7)

549-2231 CARRY-OUT OR EAT-IN

Alfnew ~ubernatorial papers

still wait in~{ for distribution
ANNAPOLIS, Md.(APl- not been prepared for Board of
Former Vice President Spiro T. Public Works approval. I just
Agnew's
gubernatorial haven't been able to get around
papers-2,000 two-volume sets to it." Rowland said.
of books-have been in storage
The papers, which include
since his resignation from of- record's of Agnew's speeches,
press
conferences
and
fice.
The bo<lks, printed at a cost of executive orders. were com$30,000 to taxpayers, are missioned in 1969 when Agnew
awaiting distribution. said became vice president under
James Rowland. a state budget Richard Nixon. When they were
analyst who was assigned to ready six years later. Agnew
had left office aher pleading no
make a distribtution lisi.
"They haven't been released contest to charges of tax
evasion.
because a distribution list has
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proudly prese~ts the debut of
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THE SCANDAL

~

FEATURING

SJ,!5JtCH

S2.59recH

No. I·
Fried Rice. 2 Tempuro Shrimps.
and Almond Cookie
No.2·
Steamed Ricew Grovy. Egg
Roll. and Egg Drop Soup

!iO-~·

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice.
ond Egg Roll
Nc.. 7-

Sweet & Sour Chid<en. Fried Rice.
and Egg Roll
No.8·
Sweet & Sour Shrimp. Fried Rice.
ond Egg Roll
No.9·
Chinese Fried Chicken. Froed
Rice. and Egg Roll

No. J.
~oil. Fried Rice. and Egg
Drop Soup
No.4.
~oil. Chicken Corn Soup.
and Almond Cookie
No.5·
EQQ'ioll. 2 Fried Won tons.
Fried Rice ond Almond Co0_kie.

No.IO·

~Spore Robs. Fried Rice. and
Pork Bun

$3.95 IACH

+
+

No. II. Tempuro Shrimp. Fried Rice. Pork Bun. Chicken Corn Soup. and
AI monel Cookoe
No 12. Pork Egg Foo Young. Steamed Roce. Egg Roll. Chicken Corn Sou.,
and Almond Coo.. oe
N'l. 13. Sweet & Sour Pork. Steamed Roce. Pork Bun. Chicken Corn Soup.
---on<fAimond Cookoe
No. 14. Chinese Fried Chocken. Pork Bun. Fried Roce. Chicken Corn Soup.
--c;;:;(l"Aimond Cookoe
No._IS :_Pork Spore Ribs. Egg Roll. Fried Rice. Chicken Com Soup and Almond Cookie

...L
I

$2,5! EACH

...L
I

t-'

.J.. Angus Thomas, formerly with John Moyall+
TRicharcl Simpson, formerly with Mirage
...L
.J._ J-nette Freant, formerly with Mirage
I
Tartan Reynolds, formerly with Dr. £ombay
....&-.Kirk Slefkas, formerly with Morning Thunder

*

+
+
~ 50ct 12 oz. bottles
+
ofMiller
+
4

+

20 SPECIALS EVERY DAY

plus

(--4+++++++++++

No. 18. Bt>ef Chop Suey• Steo:ned Roce

.t:!s!..J.Z. Cashew Chock en: Steamed Roce
No. 19 .Chicken Chow Mein: Crispy noodle

!i2..1Q.· Soft Noodle (Also coiled Yokisobo)
• Cho•<• of B...t. Ch•ck•n Po.t. St..,mp ond Tofu for the obov•

SjdoOrtl•n

Steamed Rice grovy 604 Egg Roll 7$4
Wonton Chips 394·Froed Won tan 85C
Fried Rice ,hom or poo.n 1 854-Steomed Rice 40.
Chtnese Shrimp Chops 25C-Pork Bun 794

hte•n!!!ive p!!!!l pAPylnr
Egg Foo Young (I polly) Steamed Ric
Pork·$ 1. 79. Chocken-S 1. 9S
Beef-$1.9$. Shrimp-$2.19
Chmese Fried Chicken 3 pes. $1.95

BUY AND SELL used furnitUrE'

d
·
s ·d w b s th on
~~d ~~~~~:;7~t er eB62o'rAf189C

'Daily &fyptian ) Motorcycles
Tht• Da1ly Egyptian cannot ~I
·t'Spons1hll' for more than one day s
•ocorri'C\ msert10n MivPrtlsers are ,
responsible for l'heckJn!ii the1r'
1dvNilsemtmt for.... rroro. ~rrors not
ht• fault of the ad,·erhser wh1ch
iessen
the
value
of
the
adn•rllsemt'nt ,..111 bt' adJuSted If
vour
ad appt>ars mcorrt>etly. o~ 1f
.
vou "'1sh to cancel your ad. call 53&
3:llt
before 12 00 "IX?". for'
r~oc.!'fu!Ji.Qn m thl' nl'xt day _s 1ssue.l
Clas~ified In forma lion Ratn
One Dav~ 10 Cl'nts pt"r word
mirumum it 50
Two Dav s- r cents pt>r word. pe
dav
·
three or four Days~B ct'nts per

I

NOW IT'S TIM~ to buy a. 1975
Yamaha 350 in excellent condltton.
Includes sissy and roll bars. S60C!.·
Ja:•, 549-5612.
B6..'>0i Ac 114

IS Word :\linimum

WATERBEDS ·KING OR Queen.
Full Warranties. Complete hne of
accessories. Call Larry a~~~f~~
USED FURNITURE -

Real Estate
BEAllT!FUL THIRTEEN ROOM

house with trailer. Call after 5. 457·

ht' an additional char!lle of SUMl t
l"over the cost cf the necessary

pat'{'~~fi~

adnortising must

~~~u~~s a~~;~n~:ta"b1~setf~ fg{Ji~

I.

05

FOR SALE

Automotlves
1923

T-FORD

ROADSTER

g~Job~r~~~~ ~~\:he~r:v~~~;

985-265-1

6255Aa1i7

19&.1 :-iOV.-\ 6 cvhnder. Good gas

:~':.~rerR.:f.~ticcellent ~::;'0 6

Mobile Homes

~~~:r:~ :.!~bi:.d~~~~~=~· !;:
~:!~c~~,nd~n::.ed thr~1t~~
TWO BEDROOM WINDSOR.
J2x60 with 4x8 tipout, a1r. un·

~~nhne1·i~~~~,~~~:diri~~~~

1972

6173A1'014

PLAY!'>IOR

CAMPING
f~~'7-E:: condition
6231Ae117

'!!~~rfa!t"~35

- - - - - VOLARE
PLY~O~T~

~76

~=r~~- ~~~g~~r~~fe!~"i~"ngc~

cond1tion. SZ:OO 5-\9-3236.
6282Aat78
---------·~----

1959 KAR~A:o.;:o.; GHIA. 2-tone.
$225.00. 684-3-473
6221Aat75

Good condition or
needing repair .

.............,.J4t.Mt5

AUtllo
tto.pitwl
,..._,._

MARANTZ STEREO RECEIVER
$125; Pioneer Turntabl~ $75.
Acoustics Speakers $100 pa1r. Can
buy seP'!rafe or j)ilCkage for $250.
all excellent condition. 529-2074.
6179Ag182

STERE
REPAIR

Audio Hospital 549-1495

KARCO

Flnanclntt
•-liable

WE HAVE MOVED
Visit our Expanded
Showroom
COMPUTERS BY:

••• 51 ,....3. .

REMODELED
iOx5o.
2
BEDROOM mobile home. AircondttJOned. new water heater,lots
of storage. $1950.00. 529-J~AeiB2

•Apple
•Texas Instruments
•Atari

SALE
Computer Books
&Programs
'~talues to $20.00
Now $1.00

CARBONDALE - SURVIVED
TORNADOES! 12x60 Fawn. 2
bedroom.
washer,
dryer.
refrigerator. stove. air conditioned. storage shed, un·
der~.inned and insulated. Good
con 1tJon. 529-1195 after ~&g'2Aei80
2

t~<hot Ot•'-· VPt tu.,'<•I'TlP•

::3e;~!t~ ;~h~~~~pr;~;tf:i

Guaranteed

Recyclecl Auto Parts
Foreign • Domestic
Free Ports locoling • 5 States
N. New Era Rood Carbondale
457-0421
457-6319

CYCLE TECH
Special This Week For
Two Stroke Motorcycles:

;

.

free Quart of
Bel· Ray Injector Oil
With Tune-Up-Inspection
•.:, mile South of
the Arena

549-0531
FOREIGN CAR PARTS
529-1644

GLOBAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale
Aslr .a.out ovr tiiKount -•II

For Service:
529-1642
Pallt'

w.

Rt. t, Sweets Corner Plaza
.-n. fa"J.t ot Moll ••(.<•' ro Ike 8uo{lo.
1

cond1tion. Shady end lot 529-2376
after 4PI\I.
6286Ael74

Karsten Auto Recycling
Corp.
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EFFICIENCIES
AND
ONE
Bedroom apartments. All utilities
~uded. close to cawf~a~tii

FOR RENT

MURPHYSBORO. ~lET PLACE

r:::~~~g N:rJ:~!:.; ~~~~r :f~~~

5PM.

Apartments

5 BEDROOM. 1176 E. Walnut. 2

CARBONDALE HOUSING. ONE
bedroom furnished apartment. a1r.
ava1lable immediately, 2 m1les
west of Carbondale Ramada Inn on
Old Route 13 West. Call684-4145.
85940Bal74C

----------------5 BEDROOM. 1182 E. Walnut

~t~~~a:~~-~:i9iJpeB'~~~~a1t~ISS

KITTY'S l'SED furniture:
Beds and mattresses complete.
5

~~~~~~ ~ ~~d~oeb!s~n~o1~:~s~~ d

tabies. coffee t .. bles. lar.lps, Route
149. Hurst. lllinois. Free delivery
up to 25 miles 987·2491 or Carbondale.
457·5166.
RR
4,
Chautauqua Apts. No. 9. 5953Af175
liSED
FURNITURE,
CARBONDALE: Old Route 13 West,
turn south at Midland Inn Tavern.
go 3 miles. 549-4978.
B6!52Afl75
WATERBEDS.
WATERBEDS:
Wavecrest Waterbeds, King 6
Queen size, $39.95. 8 year

£':.~~~~ea~q;~!t~~ee. "::.!~:

formation: Discount Waterbeus,
Inc .• P.O. Box 74J, Lake Forest,
lllinois 60045.
6147Afl89

NEVER USED. NEW 40 channel
CB and antenna, $65. Two
telephone answering devices,
almost new. S75 each. 457·4941 or
529-2289.
86197 All 78

people need 3 more. Available

~~"!ne::~~fflm~r,;'l.!~W~57el~·
B6252BOOIC

Available immedtately. sa.=, month
each. Summer. $115 each, Fall.
457-433-1.
B6253BOOIC

N-.I-C-E~L-Y~F-U-:R-N-.I~SH:-:-ED I or 2

CARBONDALE
HOt:SI:'>iG
S!'>tALL 3 bedroom furnished

~~~~7:J.r45~~~~~5~~:

no
5947Bal7,'C

EFFICIENCY
A:-.ID
ONE
Bedroom apartments. Close to
campus. All uulities pa\t-~~

5

BEDROO~.

Now Taking Contracts
for Summer & Fall
Semesters
Apartments
Efficiency Summer
Apts.

1

f':ll;.:r. !~~~tla~r i'l!~b~~~~le
Ramada Inn on Old Route 13 West.
Call 684-<1145.
B5!141Bb1i-IC

WATER and

595

Fall

CARBONDALE · WANTED
RENTERIS> for clean. close to
campus house. Start early July .
option fall. Tom 457-8665 SiiOBbliS
LARGE. FIVE BEDROOM house.

5 m1les south of Carbondale. lease

~~~:o:.:s":: ~':!'gt'lr.Jf1r6~. ~~~

57-19.

B6190Bb188C

$135

All locations are furnished.

A.C.. Some Utilities Furnished

ROYAL RENTALS
457-4422

No Pats

LUXURY APART~ENT. 2·
bedrooms unlumished. Air. carpeting. draperies. Couples or
msds. Lovely area. ~~8~

~\~E~V -&~ t'loorGo~~~
r~~rrst·eJ~:~1u!l!~dn~iJ>;:~

8

0

STILL DREAMING
OF FINDING,\
NICF PLACE TO LIVE?
Keep checking
the D.E. Clossiflecls

dition. Must Sell!!' 549-5267,
621!4Ae181
evenings.

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELECTRICS. new and used. Irwin
Typewriter Exchange. 1101 North

Houses

NICE ONE BEDROOM. furnished.
Wall,
B59448al74

~~~~~-t~~!:gei~it:':t ~~';?:

Miscellaneous

B6Z71Bal76

;:~·lFr~~~il~~~ S.

u1Jht1es. 687-3525after6PM.
6199Bal74

10~50 ONE BEDROOM. fully
carpeted. central air.
un-

0

Gletvl Williams Rental
510 So. University
457-7941

~~!ro-~:~:fec":. tl!~k~ 54~n

~~
~~~~~~~=e~.B61S3Ba174
~:.~~
Available now.

2 be.'<()

IWNOIS COMPUliRMAifr

Parts & Services

CUSTOMIZED
SPEAKER
CABI:-iET. Two twelve inch JBL's
with two Pezo tweeters in heavy
rugged cabinet Pracllcally g1vm§

TWO

s...s

F.K.

Musical

AH

(across from the train stohon)

S449S

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.

Electronics

1•x10
~,rdrm,

Ux.O
3 bdrms.

Now ta 1ng
Summer & Fall
Contracts

WO!'>U:N'S 3-SPEED ENGLISH
TriUmph bicycle. Excellent condJtion. S70 or best offer. Call 457·
4865
6245Ail75

6238An174

6017Ael78

3218.

185. 549-63JOor457-5534after5
B6260Bal78

Bicycles

We buy used stereo equipment

!1~-~~~ a7t!~~~~r ~~~~87~7~~5

coiJect.

1000 I. Main
C'dctle
52t-214G
529-21n

1977 FIAT 128 LOW MILEAGE
Call 549-2832 aftt>r 7:00p.m. week·
davs or an\·t1me on weekends
6269Aa178 ·

very
6280Afl76

1971 TRENTON 12x60. air, ap-

)i.S&.~
'73 Pinto 4 cyl. 4 spd. w/alr
'74 Chevy Nova 2 dr. aut.
w/alr
'73 Honda Civic 4 cyl. 4 spd.
'73 Pontiac Catalina aut.
w/alr
•n Plnto4 cyl. aut.

=:~i~~~-~-'t~~:

6246Adl82

1979 PATRIOT 14x52. All electric,

I

LIVING ROOM SET. couch. love

~~;.:~~o~~. ~~f~;:;c"e~s. $~~~:

and wormed. Call684-630<1
6212Ah174

DESKS.

:i~hautauc;ua A.>ts N~A1f~j

!'>!URPHYSBORO AND Df:SOTC'
Unfurnished. efficiencies. one and

PUPS. · MUR-

~~~~s~~dR~tistA~~e;.!~st~~~~s

!n~·ia~~~oTre!~~~lesch~f~r~~:

~~~!::_~~:~Ald~r~ft~, y~~~s~

:::::~:~;JWl!~a~l:/:r.f~r'!u:!ft":l o

DOBERMAN

1

1

1978 YAMAHA X-S-400. Ex_cel~ent
=ition. luggage rack. :if..\~~

information.

'

TAKAMINE 12 STRI!'IG. 1973
Honda :150. needs work. Craftsman
top chest. 457-5905.
6222Af180

B6203Adt74
"~ri~:/th~~~ine Days~ 7 cents P'' 7'~.
"'f:n ih~ud~.{neteen Days~6 cer.. · FOR SALE BY owner in Mur·
Pt'f,."~':,';~·of.{,~lDavs~!> rents pe e;:~~~~n!xffo t~::~ft~x~:~.
worJ. per day
·
~~tr:;i~~'nc~.c~~~~l~J~r

m;~~e;~r"'~~~e11)~h:~ft~~~r~~Y

I

NALDER STEREO
Cartridge Special
of the Week
AT.ll EZ
list$60.00

3 BEDROOMS. BOARDERS
campus. furnished, bar, utilities
p;ud. carpeted, available now' For
school year. 4S7-20!M.
624088176

STUDENT

RENTALS

omes Close to Campus
large & small
Also 1& 2 bdrm apts
for Summer or Fall.

Now~24.88

Also
Stanton Permostat
1 Time Static Eliminator
8. Record Preserver
list$19.95
Now$13.95

Call anytime or
preferably between
4:00ond 5:00pm.

S29-1M2 or 549-MIO
UTILITIES FURNISHED. 2 room

715 S. Uni.,ersity
on the island

549-1508
~

Oak!. ,;d. Available now. Sl50
monthly. 549-4194.
6247Ba176

~~~h:sr;:,~ ~S:f.~~~

& Suppli•

FREE KITfENS TO good home.

~~~~c;;.~~~~~=eoY!'l.
Call6&H304.

~~~~cccir:~ :SWes~M~!n ~~d

6211Ahl74

pets.
6256BaJn

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, Furnished,
utilities ~id, 1mmed1ate oc-

:ncy.

n1811roads Rt~~s:.'fs

~~~~r~vu~p~~~:!r~ot;:~: ~:
month includes
deposit. 687-2416.

water. SIOO
6204BbJ75

MURPHYSBORO. 3 BEDROOM,
fully furnished. carr!· air, ap·.
~lances. Excellen
cond1tion
ora~~e~ants preferr..~2k~~

8

2 BEDROOM. 2 bath. near cam-

~.s~~.tral air. nice are~~o~

C0l1NTR'i LIVING: TWO miles
from campus. One bedroom,
~;dable August 1. falls~\~:

Mobile Homes
SINGLES AVAILABLE NOW. $135
per month. 12x50. Furnished and
a1r-c:ondJt1oned. Country living 2
miles past Crab Orchard Sp.iiJway.
No Pets. 549-6612 or 549-3002.
B6183Bct87C

FREE BUS
7 RUNS DAILY

Rt. 51 North
S.9·3000

bFtAIIL.sL.~JNpeGrl..EmSon. thW.EJ!.~~rooheamt

MU R"'ALE SINGLE &

POLLUTION CONTROL NEEDS

,
Or~ """
~rl'Jftl'o..eJ~~~!!hrn~tu3~d wa~!~:

11

FAMILY HOMES

~~-mza~de:u:ol!!~~~:s!~:r \~a~~:
areas. If interested please caU 453-

2 bdrms. southwesl resodentiol.
trash and maintenance. Very
2 miles to campus on Clly streets.
:;!.~n5.!~-~i:;~:~~~"'ew 13· No
lottie trolfoc. Anchored underB6208Bc01C
si<Jrlt.>d •nsuloted. Furnoshed. cifylltr-=::!!!!"'~---------.1
foolotoes. Very competitive. Avail~ ONE MONTH
~~~ ~~~June t. call457·7352

4

.,.;;;.:..;;;;;~.;;.;_______,II

:1,~!.1--~s~~e:C:?~~~
~rc~~~~~~~:
Sorry,
6

B 157Bc!7S
J2x50, RURAL SETTING. P-d
down and und~ianed. Trees ___ j

~~ ,~:;~t:; ~r~~

W/1 yr. lease

:::;~~=~~~ntsto~~?r:fn

For Further info call:
457-1313

~~dar'!r!,~. Wlfa~r;~'}l!;dRSF~~~

~~~ed. carpet. AC. NBg_;~B~~

f;:-.JoY THf: SUN in clean.
modt'rn. 2 or 3 bedroom mobile
homt'S. Only a 10 minute walk to
Crab Orchard Lake: 10 mmute
drrn• to SIU. Sundecks. furnished,
.-\l', and laundrv faci:iltes. Also
Fall-Spring rentals avarlable. 529i~''"
B5938Bcli-IC

RENT WAR

If money means
anything to you
8ft wide
$70
1Oft wide

$80

12ft wide
$125
Hove deposits ready
CHUCKS RENTALS

pets. l>-1~.

B62JaBcl75

CRISIS LINE SUPERVISOR to

~9.Live

~fiii!ations~\t.s. ~r=~':ci

TYPING: Dissertations. Theses 6
Resumes. Automated eqwpmeat

Submit resume bt 7-15-80 to

3351,206 W. College.

HANDICAPPED MALE NEEDS
male attendant, caU 457-8647.
6248Ctn

GRAPHICS OF ANY kind'!
Graphs, charts, posters. signs,
Iettenng. illustratton-reasonable
prictng. 684-5257 after lpm.
6072El81

rl<r:::~~~e~~~~:~~IT.~~

Rooms

&~:a~:~ili!:. as~~r;;·

CABLE TV, ALL Utilities paid,
matd service. 555.65 per week.
K1ng's Inn Motel. 549-4Ql3.
B5936Bdl74C

2-4 STRONG PERSONS TO move
some appliances and furniture and
do some general outside clean~

PIIIYATE ROOMS
in Aport<nents lor Students
You hove o:J Private Room ord
key,-,. use kitchen locilitres etc.
woti'l others in Apartment. Ulil·
oties included. Very near campus.
very competitive. available now
&June I.

:~!~.~~~~~~;!i~a~·. ~,fa'jj~~

\'tllage·East College St. Range S90S26u per month. Phone now,
Y.oodrutr Services, l>-1~7653, 54~
b987
B6037Bc179C

RENTAL CONTRA
NOW AVAILABLE
Summer and Fall
(nine month contra~•·
avallablel

•1980 New 1·2 Bedro~.m
Anchored
•Furnished. Corpet•.d. &
Underpinned
•1980 New I & 2 Bedrooms
•Nicely Furnished & Carpeted
•Energy saving (no C.I.P.S.)
•Loudromot Facilities
•Nice Quiet & Clean Setting
•Near ComP.<Js
For more information or appointment to see

-------

RESEARCHER
AGRICULTURE,
B.S.

IN
with

r::::i~t;. ~t~~y 'ex~~~en~~hor~

curriculwn development. Con.tact:
Chairperson or Search Comm11tee
Agriculture
Education
and

WANTED

RESEARCHER
IN
AGRICULTURE,
B.S.
with
graduate study and experience in
task analysis. Contact: Chairperson of Search Committee
Agriculture
Education
and
Mechanization, SIU-C by July 20.
B62S7C174

THE WILD TURKEY News and

~echanization, SIU-C by~';

4

Roommates
NEED-SOMEONE

TO

share

We~:~~~~~~.~MJ~w~rr .:O.,t
1 between 7pm and 9pm. Come by.
6106Bel82

2 !"EEDS 1, quiet 3 bedroom

~~'::~'ifo~~esif.~e~~n~i:J~~Y.!$

ONE MALE ROOMMATE. house
close to campus. lar~e bedroom,
::~~~tchen, availa e ~~B~::S

SERVICES
OFFERED
SALVAGE
Con& hucks

Batter.-,. RodtOtors
Any- metal w1U re<yd•

~~hi~'dn r'!!Wht~!~5-mo;J~-f~
evenings.

599oF176

WANTED: AIR CONDITIONERS,
working or not. Also. '71 or '72 pinto
wagon; arc welder. l>-19-8243
6043F179

TWO fo'EMAL.ES FOR 3 bedroom

KAIISTINAUTO
IIICYCLING COlt~
N New Era Rd. Carbondale

62'i5Bel81

•57·0A21

Duplexes

~:::i-en~~~~287rp~~Bn~·

ONE BEDROOM, FURNISHED,
large rooms, AC,water and ~ar-

~~ ~~~~1rigAII elef:~9B;;Tr

Mobile Home Lots
FREE RENT FIRST month.
Raccoon ValleJ· 5 miles south,
lots, S4t:£ITJ5~

ff~. 0~i'L~~.

WILDWOOD !\toBILE PARK.
Shade trees, patios. and laundry.
No Dogs. 457-287.Jor~5~':t~BL1

76

~tin~ d~~~ion~ere~!:

PREGNANT
call BI;;(THRIGHT
Free pregnancy testing
& confidential assistance.

9-1 Sot.

Mt-27M

NEED A PAPER Typed" IBM
Selectric. fast & accurate.
reasonable rates, 54~2258.
6124El83C
ABORTION-FINEST MEDICAL
care. lmmroiate appointments.

t:~:n~!~f-t~~- 8a6~..:~·

WHY PAY EXTRA S~ Complete
Brake joo and tune~· lmgorts
~:~~erican cars. er~~~~fs

MOVE TO

Rt. 51 North

19

LOST

available. Campus delivery. 6872533.
5931El74C

-~--------

FREE

•57

TYPING
SERVICEMURPHYSBORO. Fast. reliable,
efficient. Ten years experience

fpmMon·Wed
5pm Ti'lur~& f "

549-~0C.O

BLACK WALLET BETWEEN
Lake Kinkaid and Carbondale.
~~c:eable. Reward i~?~
BLACK LABRADOR. FEMAI.r;,

~~.g~~~~~~~a~t?~~f:;:
329-3306 or 457-4382.

B6239Gl76

LOST GERMAN SHEPHERD
Dog. near Giant City State Park.
One year old. answers to
'l;;~~_:.k. can Debbie Su~~¥5

ANNOUNCEMENTS

. DEPRESSION-MARRIAGEs-

YOUTH
and
FamilyCohabitatbnal
ProblemsCounseling--Center for Human

~lfment-!'>o
BEDWETTING,

ch&'Fst'~~

BEDSOILING

r~~~~~8Jenfe~~!~ ~W:~:~
~:.'f.ment-No

(Just oH I, Pltrll St.)
*Also 10111e country ' -

COMMUNITY WOR.KER.
PROVIDE iDdividual, famdy, and

Sorry No Pets Accepted.

~~erlali1orha.J:::fh:J~u~0~~~~

carbondale.

.

one-thmi utilities. wood stove- 5:53665, 457·2094.
6176Bel74

HELP WANTED

tionancl..._._,..._...

B6059El80C

piCk-up &;at can be Used. 529-1910.
B6265C175

Ca114S7-73S2 or Mt-7039

Phone: •57-S2..
University Hel8hts
Moltlle"-Est.

W•rr-acl.

~~. ~Y{~~s/b'~Nvo~~:.t~

::: ~~dar.!i :Ssotoa;~'! :.;:tas

air. On Giant Citt Blacktog. No

OXE. TWO. AND Th."'ee bedroom
mobtle homes .. .for summer and

Free Estimates
Caii457-IU7

Oplr:rtumty-

~~~t:~~{?~~~i': ffn:

~~~~:~!~~~ft!laE:er2~U:oo:;::
:~::Ja:.5':%p~21. ask ~2.~~}~c
.____5_4_9_-_3_3_7_4___.,, CLEAN TWO BEDROOM: Ca~
~IO~ILE
HOMES. 12x50. l
bt>d: oom. clean. atr. pool. fr~ ous
~57c::';fus, swnmer or r~~~~~

•Janitorial
•Office Maintenance
•House Cleaning
•Windows •Carpets

~i~ity, carbondale86!~~

FALL. EXTRA NICE, 12x60. 2

=~~itm'g~r.~i~~tb JC:~.a~:

sublet t2x60. Nice, close to camWAug !5thfor:d:a:t:s

9 month & I year lease
•Near campus
•A C
•Motntenonce servoce any
hour
•Trash. sewer
-<:lose to food & laundromat
•N.Jiurol gas (So. only:
lOth month rent
free wrln o I year lease
(So only)
S.orry no pets

Equat

Bionic Broom
Service

••----------..,.1 ~~:,au~~~t~3!~ Sif=

MALIBU VILLAGE
lOOO E. Park & So. 51

;or:S~..i!le~!nJt~:~~~: C(!r;_~
pe:tittve.

Rt. 51 North

2 WEEKS FREE RENT. Must

conlra~ts.

r::t!;·s ~~m~:;{ ,;n~

FREE RENT

~~e~~~-~~ik~et6~~:.~s:
Is now taking toll

5121 ex 218.
B6159CJ76
DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH
Communication.
Term
apr;intment as Visiting Professor for

WUXTRY will pay up to $1.50 :or
used rock, jan. blues, a•!d
classical recorils and cassettes 10

/

c~·~o~:?~i~eral'!~
~tft!:'t:::S~':~Ie:~:;~:=

118Cial agencies to ~oordma~e
services. A bachelor!' degree. Is

re~~~ anf~~~c~:!!
7:·
Youth~ice Bureau, 9 Soutb
12th Street. Murphysboro, ILL, by
July 18, 1910, EOE.

B6276C178

1

Ch:SrpstJ[a.,~

lm:.:tv~ue: ~~~.
.

A-1 TV RENTAL

New Color $25 monthly
Black & White $15 month!y
WE BUT TV's Working

or not worlcl

457-7

404

s.

6161J176

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
FORestgracklates- call~~

CLASSIFIED$,
BELLY DANCE-FOR fua and

~~~~~~YJ~~sr:

the place

to buy rx sell

~~~ppiDgCeater. ~~I
Daily E&Yptiall. July 9, 1910, Page 15

Slave quarters in Land of Lincoln?
JUNCTION. 111. (APl - The
owner of historic Hickory Hill. a
l-ID-year-old Southern 11linois
mansion. says he has proof that
slavery existed in Illinois.
And hE-'s not about to compromise to win more favorable
recognition for what hE' calls an
important part of the history of
the Prairie State.
Hickorv Hill mansion sits on a
hill ove'rlook1ng the scenic
Saline Riv·er vallev. Erected in
IR.'l-1 and completPd in 111:'18. the
maru.10n was the drt'am of salt
king John Hart Crenshaw. a
grandson of John Hart. a signer
of thE' Declaration of Independence

For vears it was the svmbol of
prosperity. the setting for many
a social !Zathering. an overnight
stop for a then little-known
politician. Abraham Lincoln.
Early in this century the
home was sold to the C~o>orge
Sisk family. and. the younger
Sisk sa ;d recentlv. "The
horrible
nightmare
was
discovered." The third floor of
the spacious mansion had slave
quarters.
SlavE>n. In the Land of
Lincoln···
''The Crenshaws said it was a
frmt and wgetable storagt'
area. but WE' know better ... said
Sisk who now spends spring and

summer months accomodating
visitors at $1.50 a head.
"We found the c-ells, whipping
posts, balls and chains in the
backyard. I don't know what
more evidence anyone needs."
he added.
The Sisk family refurbishecl
tile house with period furnitu.-e.
left the top floor in its natural
state. and began doing some
researd.. By 192.1 they were
billing it as the Old Slav·e House.
"Where Slaven existed in
Illinois.··
·
Sisk. who relies on income
from a farm ar:d other business
investments. now mans the
cash register and greets visitors

Stttdent Government planning
to sponsor 'advocate corner~
Bv· t'haritl Gould
Starr Writi-r
The t:ndergraduate Student
Organization is going to show
SJt:-C students that it can
"laugh at 1tself. .. says president
Paul :\tatalonis
Begmmng fall semester, a
weekly half-page information
ad is ~oing to run in the Daily
Egypllan mforming students or
what
campus-recognized
student organizations are doing.
The ad w1ll c~tain a student
advocate corner. :\latalonis
said.

"The corner will be an
illustration with a couple of
lines of constructive criticism of
either the t;so. the Cniversitv.
the citv or even the state," he
said. ·
"We're showing the students
that we're not afraid of
criticism." he said.
Kurt Boyle, who was an opponent of Matalonis' during the
campaign for student body
president, will do the brain
work. The USO is currently
looking for an illustrator.
Boyle said the cartoon will be

a cross between Gus Bode and
Doonesburv
··1 see m-y job as a watchdog
of t:SO and a wise man." Bovle
said.
·
Boyle says even though he
will be working with the USO,
he will not be a part of it.
''I'll just keep a balance. The
USO would rather have me
working for it than against it, ..
he said.
Matalonis said Bovle will be
their "creative consultant" who
will give a different view to
their ideals.

with an informati\·e, low-key
approach.
"I don't pitch the slavery
part. I let people make up tht'ir
own minds about that." he said.
B•1t his attitude changes when
he pulls letters from the back of
the large guest register which
mcludes
name
countrv
musicians. baseball players and
:JOiiticians.
Several years ago the house
was turned down for a spot on
the Na tiona I Hegister of
Historic Places. Recently it was
removed from Illinois tourist
maps. "That burns me." he
~aid. ·Tve as mueh as told them
what they can do with their
recogmtion and money. bad as
we could use it ...
In a letter to thE' Conservation
Departmt•nt's director of
historic sites. Bill Farrar of
Springfield. Sisk wrote that he
was not interested in "contorting thE' autht•nticitv of the
Old Slave HousE' to satisfy the
whims of others ..
Farrar termed Hickorv Hill
"an extremely Important-house
historically." out said the state
became concerned "over the
way he was advertising it. with
the heavy emphasis on
something which is. at best,
··1
linked through legend."
think." said Farrar. "that's
probably what scared the
national registry people about
it, too."
As for the tourist maps, Gojan
Nikolich of the State Department of Commerce and Com-

IBHE orders pllblic llniversities
The
Illinois Board of Higher
Education told public colleges
and universities Tuesdav that
they must reduce e"nergy
consumption in the years
ahead.
Board members approved an
;APl

-

Troubl~d brid~e

of Interstate 2-t
make~ l'om~bol'k
METROPOLIS (AP l - The
troubled Interstate 24 bridge
which spans the Ohio River
between
Metro olis
and

0

~!~hir~tfic ~~ .~pe;a~~

sportation officials from both
states said today.
Illinois
Department
of
Transportation Secretary John
D. Kramer and Kentucky
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts made the joint
announcement more than 1t
months after the St8.5 million
bridge was closed because of
structural defects which were
discovered in as many as l19
welds in the superstructure
Kramer said repair work is
presently underway and two
lanes should be open to cars and
light !rocks in December. He
said the bridge should be open
tanormal use by Sept. t, 1981.
The bridge was closed Aug. 3,
19?9, after a routine inspection
by D1inois crews discovered the
first of the cracks in welds in the
arcb tie n;o.mbers of the bridge.
lOOT brid~~ engineer Carl
Thurman said $700,000 has been
spent thus far on inspection and
repair work.
Kramer said the initial bridge
repairs will cost an estimated
S2.4 million. The cost will be
shared by federal and sta:.e
agendes with the federa~.
government picking up 90
percent. !le added.
Pa~ 16.

energy conservation policy
which suggests that schools
should not expect taxpayers to
foot the bill for unjustified increases in energy use.
·'This provides a commitment
to energy reduction goals and a
means to measure progress,"
said James Furman. executive
director of the board. "This
simply has to be a very high
priority for higher education
and the entire country."
The policy calls on school
officials to present a five-year
plan outlining goals for conserving energy and reporting
regularly on progress in
achieving them.
Board member Robert Lenz
wanted to delay action on the
policy so the schools would have
more time to study it, but otners
urged immediate action.
"It's past the point of
urgency." said board member
Jamrs l.lnland.
A report prepared by the
board staff suggests that the

Daily Eaypliaa.._July t. 1980 ·

II

schools will not be able to orfer a
high-quality educa lion if they do
not reduce expensive energy
consumption.
"Resources required for
additional utilitv costs cannot
be applied to other needs such
as improving faculty and staff
compensation, or enhancing the
quality
of
educational
programs." the report said.
The policy says the board will
take into consideration the longterm energy impact of construction and remodeling
projects. A project with high
initial costs might be recommended, for example. if fuel
could be saved in the long-run.
The staff report pointed out
that Ohio State University
saved $15 million in the last six
years with a comprehensive
energy conservation program.
The staff said many energysaving modifications to OSU
buildings paid for themselves in
21-z years.

PITCHER DAY''

at Ouatro's-opening 'ti112p.m.
~

with the purchase of any

{;- ~..;~)~1.4

medium or large size piua
jj:~ you get a pitcher of Colee or beer

:~

tor994

'~.

no limit on pitchers

~

~-

DEE5'*11'fiN

. PIZZfl

CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER CARBONDALE

We can't list everythinl}t in our
tourist guides. and the S1sk
property wasn't the only one left
out of the most recent prmtmg
of maps."
Nikolich said there are other
ways of promoting the state's
attractions, and, "If we m1ss
one on thf' maps we've got other
avenues of promotion such as
radio spots and press releases.··
Sisk says state help would be
appreciated because it now
eosts the familv more than
Sto.ooo a year for upkeep and
maintenancE' of the old house
But whether or not they get
recognition and money. Sisk
says th(' family will eontinue to
promote the old slav·e house.
"We're not going to tell
evervbodv what a fine Christian
man' Crenshaw was. because
we've found legal documents to
prove he was md1cted for
kidnappinl}t a Negro near
Equality." he said.
"Of course. he was a man of
wealth and position in those
days l18-l2l and he was never
found guilty," he adrled.
So it stands.
"We'rp
established and we'll keep our
doors open as long as possible to
let people see the other side of
history," Sisk said.
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to cut back ener{Zy consumption
CHICAGO

munity Affairs. said. "It's a
matter of editorial judgment.
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Learn to Spaghetti
at Pizza Inn
all you
can eat

$1.99

5:00p.m. to t:OO p.m. Wednesday

You'll be glad you tried Pizza Inn's great ta5ting
Spaghetti. with our thick, rich. meat sauce, and
long tender noodles- and tasty garlic bread.
You can learn to Spagheth to your satisfaction
at Pizzo Inn.
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Insurance agents swamped by claims
th" :\larv tlarmon
Staff writn

he said. he ha;: taken 4110 new the area after the storm.
cla1ms made on damages from Allstate arranged two separate
Along with CIPS workers and the area's most recent storm
telephone lines for the taking of
telephone line repairmen. in- He also said that he expects claims alone and annou;:.-:ed
surance adjusters. agents and those claims to keep coming in their numbers on radio staltor.s
accompanying contractors for sometime.
that were still in operation.
seem to be the hardest worked
Though radio spots werf' not
Like manv other insura:'"'ce
employees in town these days
companies· in the area. the means used bv most area
Stan Schwartz just laughed Allstate's district office. located
insurance companies to meet
when asked if his insurance m St. Louis. has even sent a t':eir increased load of claims.
company. Allstate Insurance. team of adjusters to handle the some of the offices have
was taking claims due to storm deluge of claims.
changed their competing bids
damage
Allstate's team.
which
With three telephone l!nes arrived in the area on Thursdav =~~ e~~~'rrat~sai~~~~~f~~~n~~
ooen on which to take such and was formed to make deductions on damages caused
claims. Schwartz. an agent. had estimalt. " on the damages and bv the two storms.
to interrupt his explanat on to settle with those who make
·some companies will be
several times concerning the claims. is appropriately called
making claims adjustments on
procedure his company is a "disaster team."
the spot. rather than requiring
following in meeting claims
But Allstate anticipated the policy holders to obtain commade due to storm damage.
influx of claims.
peting bids and estimates.
But. Schwartz had good
In a break with tradition. a
"At a time like this. no one
reason for h1s many in- pattern seemingly followed by would even give you an
terruptions. Stnce Wednesday. many insurance companies in est:::-~ ate." Schwartz explained

or the changed procedure.
Bruce Martin. an agent with
the State Farm Insurance Co..
also said his firm is modifying
their competing bids and
est1mates requirements
For claims made under a
Sl.OOO. he said. with an estimate
that "appears reasonable." the
ad iuster on their "disaster
team·· will make adjustments

rate only once on damage
claims.
Trust. Martin said. will be the
guiding force for determining
whether claims made by policy
holders are based on storm
damage.
Martin. like other agents. was
unable to place a dollar figure
or. the claims made to his office.
Dollie Freeman of Vpchurch

~~1~eorrc!· has made further
modifications in their usual
rates of deductions for claims
made due to storm damage,
Martm sa1d.
. ..
. ..
State Farm 1s
lumpmg
together the clatms made on
both storms.
Rather than
requiring that their customers
pay twtce the standard $100
deductible for claims. the policy
holder will
the deductible

~~!'d':r~~~ A!?n&edn;tri~~chf~~
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'Goat hand' says great poat rolln-d~lp
ranks as one of tvorld's tvorst jobs
S.-\:"10 CLE:\IE:"'ITE ISLAND.
Calif i AP' - If \·ou hanker to
swmg a mac'hete. scale
treacherous 1.000-foot canyon
walls and sidestep unexploded
:\a\·y artillery shells. trapper

Ji~uf~~~~a~a:o~J: :~::n~!~at

romantic. be advised that Clapp
thinks the job ranks among the
world"s worst
Clapp and his invaders are
runmng the Great Goat
Roundup
··we don't want anvone out
here who is married. We're
nsking lives to catch them dang
goats." said Clapp. a Coloradoreared
cowboy
whose
credentials for the job include
capturing thousands of wild
horses over the past de<-ade.
8

r~~~nbtle~~n:~ ~an'd o?:

troublesome herd of 2,500 wild
goats. Clapp-after a month on
the JOb-is having second
thoughts,
"When the ~avv said it was
darn near impossible to get all
the goats out of here. they aren't
too far wrong," Clapp said.
··It takes a 'oA'hile to get an
individual cr<uy enough to stick
w1th this job because they damn

sure don't get enough pay," he
said. "How many jobs do you
know of where you're holding a
machete in onP hand. and
hanging on a rock with the
other?"
The goats. presumably
descendants of those left behind
by Spanish explorers. threaten
seven endangered species: four
plants· larkspur. brush mallow,
Indian paint brush and San
Clemente Island broom . and
three birds - San Clemente
Island house wren. San
Clemente Island sage sparrow
and San Clemente Island
loggerhead shrike.
A federal court order late l..1st
year saved the goats. The Navy
had scheduled a slaughter by
helicopter-borne hunters.
Now the roundup project has
turned into a nightmare of close
calls and squabbles. Under the
SJ48.000 contract. Clapp and his
10-member crew will have until
the end of the year to catch the
goats.
"We can do it. but it's one of
the roughest animal removal
jobs in the world. Getting those
burros out of the Grand Canyon
will be a piece of cake after
this." said Clapp. who has

applied for that task
Employee turnovl:'r is ntgh,
said Clapp. Those who sign up
spend long strenuous days on
the windy 21-mile-long island
located 65 miles off the
California shore.
Frequently. the goat-catchers
are idled bv Naval bombardments ihat rock the
southern tip of the island. But
the stray artillery shells. some
2-\ inches in diameter. don't
bother his men as much as the
fear of a fall. he said.
"They should call this place
Devil's Island. The canyons are
five times more dangerous than
the unexploded shells. We're
talking about 1,000-foot drops.
We're concerned," said Clapp.
Crew
members
mLJsl
regularly crawl the sheer cliffs
to shoo stubborn goats toward
pens.
"We might catch 200 one day,
20 the next." said Clapp. who
has title to the goats once they
are caught.
But catching them is only half
the headache. he savs. So far.
he's captured about ·;oo goats.
Their ultimate destination is
still a matter of question.

Add a "Touch of Class" to your life with a

LOW COST AUTO LOAN
from your SIU Employees Credit Union

11
13.5%

Available on
used car loans.

Don't put oH that new car purchase, SIU Credit Union has
plenty of money available to lend you-So
add a "touch of class"
CALL YOUR
with a new car!
EMPLOYEES

I
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CREDIT UNION
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surance both said that their
offices are waiving the com·
peting estimate and bids
requirements depending on the
severity of damages and the
amount o! the claim.
Diederich said his office had
had so claims following the first
wave of storms, but that
number rose by 100 after last
week's storm.

Plan to aid ailing auto industry
unveiled in Detroit by Carter••.
DETROIT (APl -President
Carter unveiled a plan to help
the depressed auto industry
Tuesday while en route to
Japan. a nation whose auto
industry is booming at U S.
expense. Republican opponents
ridiculed the plan as "an empty
platter."
During
the
45-minute
stopover, Carter anno•mced a
loan program for car dealers.
some easing in government
regulations and a speedup in
consideration of a trade complaint aimed at reducing imports.
The response of industry
£>xecutives was lukewarm,
though most agreed it would be
a good "first step" if followed
up with other actions.
Carter expressed concern
o\·er high unemployment in the
auto industry, but didn't claim
his plan would put the industry
jobless. now estimated at
between 700,0110-800,000 persons.
back to work soon.
He announced creation of a

permanent Automobile Industry
Committee
with
members from government,
industrv and labor "to deal with
the problems of the industry on
continuing basis." But the
functions of the committee
haven't been decided yet.
"I have great hope and expectation<>" that the domestic
auto industry will eventua'lv
return to goc.-i health. Carter
said.
Carter left Detro:• aboard Air
Force One on a 15-hour flight to
Tokyo where he will attend a
memorial
service
for
Masayoshi Ohira. the Japanese
prime minister who died last
month. He also plans to meet
with Emperor Hirohito and with
Chinese Premier Hua Guofeng.
Carter's plan includes:
-An expedited hearing on a
complaint by the United Auto
Workers union that the V .S.
industry is being hurt by imports of foreign cars. which
accounted for about '1:7 percent
of all cars sold in the United
States last month. the vast bulk

of them from Japan.
-Regulatory changes that
would save the industry S500
million in complying with
federal anti-pollution standards.
-A program to provide at
least $50 million next year to
communities and firms hit bv
the auto industrv slowdown.
The money already is in the
proposed 1981 budget.
-Loan ~uarantees totalling
beween $200 million and $400
million from the Small Business
Administration to help auto
dealers obtain needed cash for
such things as £inancing their
inventories
of
unsold
automobiles. This would not
involve anv near-term additional expense by the
government.
-A speed-up of Treasury
Department consideration of
changes in tax Jaws to allow
automakers to take more rapid
deductions from their taxes for
depreciation of plant and
equipment.

Campus Briefs
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operation of a reflecting telescope

Tension headache sufferers are being sought to participate in a
research program studying the causes of different types of
headaches. The selected volunteers will receive $40: :;w for each of
four sessions-two sessions during a headache attadc two when
the person is headache free. For further information call the
Psychology Department at 536-2301.
The U.S. Health. Education and Welfare Department. in
Ch1cago, IS lookmg for a sophomore or junior who is majoring in
computer science for their cooperative education program
beginning the Fall ·so semester. Interested students should contact
Minnie :\linnito at Career Planning and Placement Center in
Woody Hall B. Room 204, so that interviews can be arranged.
The comptroller of the currency has cooperative education
openings for juniors majoring in accounting and finance for
September 1980. Interested students contact Minnie Minnito at
Career Planning and Placement Center in Woody Hall B. Room

,.

204.

An Italian Sausage
or

Meatball s,~ndwich

••• GOP officials criticize plan
as a prodttct of 'political panic'
DETROIT (APl - President
Carter invaded Republican
:\atwnal Convention territory
on Tuesday with an aid package
for the automobile industry. and
GOP leaders promptly caiJed
his proposals the equivalent ('I(
an Edsel.
Carter's Detroit stopover was
sharply criticized by GOP offt('tals. who said its primary
mottvation was to divert

~~~~fo~~~ ~~~~en'n~n~~~~i~~H

be held here next week.
While Carter said his administration had "literally been
working day and night" on its

GActivities
Bo~ ·s

Gymnastic Camp. 8 a.m. to 5

:\fenl!ls B~~~~ball Camp. a a.m. to 5

p m .. Arena.
Graphics Exhibit. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m ..
:\lttchell Gatlerv.
:\letalsmith Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.. Faner 1\orth Gallery.
Pamtmg Exhibit. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Faner North Gallery.
Sc~~~~'!.";lli~;t~b~illl~ a.m. to 4 p.m ..
:\lotorcycle Safety ~orkshop, 8
a.m.. Safety Center.

R~n~'."!.n::th ~?~~t!~rkshop,

8

Little. Eg~pt Student. Grotto
:\teetmg, , :30 p.m.M QUtgley 102.

A~!~~~~~~~b7:30 e:;:•r~ p~~

lllmois Room.
SPC Lectures Workshop. 7 to 9
p.m., Ballroom C.
Busmess Education Summer
~~~~L~~;~ea!,~·.m. to 4 p.m.,
GSC Meerln~. 7 to 10 p.m ..
~~st~!l:\!tio~~- to 11:30 a.m.,
Ohio Room.
Coalition of Progressive Social
Suence Meeting, 3 to 5 p.m., Ohio
Room.
Chess Club Meeti!l&, 7 to 10 p.m.,
Activity Room C.
Alpha Chi Sigma Meeting, 7 p.m .•
Boris Mushn Memorial Reading
Room, Neckers B.
Women's Caucus Meeting, Noon to
I p.m., Thebes Room.

plan. Bill Brock, the chairman
of the Republican national
committee,
said
Carter
"brought an empty platter to
Detroit and tried to make
something out of it."
GOP officials said "political
panic" led to Carter's on-thescene offer of assistance to an
industry beset by soaring oil
prices, foreign competition and,
as a result, wholesale layoffs.
And they added that Ronald
Reagan, the man Republicans
will nominate for the White
House eight days hence, wants
immediate ::~ction on tax cut and
deregulation measures that
would really help the industry.
In 1iJesday's pre-convention
business:
-A GOP platform panel
voted against renewing the
party's support for a constitutional amendment to
guarantee equal rights for
women. Reagan opposes the
Equal Rights Amendment.
saying he would guarantee its
ends by legislation if necessary
but not by changing the Constitution.
-Three Massachusetts
Republicans challenged the
credentials of 13 convention
delegates pledged by primary
election to support the
nomination of Rep. John B.
Anderson. who has forsaken the
GOP to run as an indpendent.

While Reagan is unopposed
and thus guaranteed the
Republican nomination. Carter
still faces the challenge of Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, and their
rival forces competed at a
Washington sesston of the
Democrats' convention rules
committee.
At issue was the coming effort
of the Kennedy camp to release
Democratic delegates from any
coll"rnitment to candidates.
Carter won 1,981 delegates in
primaries and party caucuses,
more than 300 over a
nominating majority. and
unless the Kennedy camp can
get those commitments erased.
the Democratic contest is
settled.
Carter supporters won the
first test of strength at the rules
committee, which voted n to 60
to permit proxy voting. Carter
backers contended that if proxy
votes were banned. Kennedy
delegates could use delaying
tactics to force marathon rules
proceedings. in hopes of forcing
a votes when absenteeism
would work to their advantage.
The Republican rules committee met in Detroit without
much to du. It did shelve a
proposal to set up regional
presidential primary elections
in place of the crowded
calendar of balloting that
marked the 1980 campail!ll.

LUNCH SPECIAL

e

including a small soft drink
only

~1~:!~;~·~·~
CA~PUSS~2.l~~.....-----------..
$5000

I.

l

REBATE

soft contacts
$149 95 reg.

- ssooo
9 9 Y2!:!.~., ~~st
rebate

95

$

Kit Included

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
sponsors

HORSESHOE PITCHING CONTESTS
(Men's Ia Women's Single Ellmlnatlont
ELIGIBLE: All SlUC Summer Students and
Faculty/Staff with $20. Summer SRC Use Cards
REGISTRATION: Sign-up with 10 or Use Card
at the Information Desk, Student Recreation
Center

ENTRIES CLOSE: ~:00 pm, Wednesday,
July 16, 1980
Pairings and match dotes will be posted on the
bulletin board next to Information Desk by
5:00pm some dote.

~ROPHIES

AWARDED TO MEN'S &WOMEN'S
CHAMPIONS
..,j

YoiJ heard it nght' Horner Rausch 1s QIV·
mg a rebate Our regular soft contacts
are now $99.95. Eye exammation. when
necessary. extra. Thts summer spectal.
good through August 31st offers the
famous Horner Rausch guarantee 11 after
30 days you don't love your contacts.
bring them back to Horner Rausch
within the next 30 days and we will glad·
ly refund the cost or your contact
lenses. That's a full 60 days to be sure
you love your new contacts. It's as s1m·
pie as that. You really can't afford to buy
contact lenses anywhere else.

one day service*
or•
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Gymnastics camp is hard-working fun
By I:'.! Pougheny
Sports Edilor
Summer camp is a time for·
fun and games. Boys and girls
swimming and playing games
during the day and cooking over
an open fire and singing songs
at night around a camofire. But
things at SIU's gymnastics
camp aren't quite like that.
"We have one of the hardest
working camps in the country,"
said camp program director
Jerry Hinkle. "There are very
few kids standing around and
do~ nothing. ~me of the kids
aren t working very hard today
because their hands are raw
from yesterday's workout."
Not all of the kids are walking
wounded and none of them are
complaining. But the camp is
not all work. Evf!ry Wednesday
the campers face the counselors
in a softball game. But even
that has its consequences.
U the counsalors win the
contest, the campers must go
through a series of strength and
conditioning exercises and
rout:r.es that the counselors
have devist.'CI. If the campers
win the gamt~. then they do not
have to go through the routines
and get to make up one for the
counselors, Hinkle said.
Throughout the eight-year
history of the camp the campers
have only won once, that was
last ye-c.~r.
Hinkle also ran the camp last
year and has been involved in it
since 1974. He was SIU's
assistant coach until 1978.
Currently he runs a gymnastics
school and physical fitness
center near Columbus, Ohio.
S&aff Pllo&o by Melanie BeU
In addition to Hinkle several
members of SIU's present and
past gymnastics teams are Stretchlagsee111ed to be abe u:cen:ltae of the day at the SIU gy111 nastia c:a111p. Tile c:a111p began July & eod ruas uaW July 26.

he,l.~~ ~~m:e:a~pgood opportunity for the SIU gymnasts
to keep in shape and keep the
kids busy," Hinkle said. "They
learn a lot from teaching and it
also makes them think."
One former camper, who is a
collegiate gymna~t from
Oregon, is also helping out.
Hinkle said several gymnastics

celebrities may aad their 2
cents worth, such as University
of Nebraska and U.S. Olympic
coach Francis Allen and
possihiy Kurt Thomas.
"Tile first few days of the
three-week camp are used to
stress basic skills and
techr.iques," Hinkle said.
"After that the kids like tc; work

Not all of the campers stay for
the entire three weeks, Hmkle
said. There are about 40 participants this week and there
should be between 150-200 boys
from ages 8-17 involved in the
camp.

EIU names basketball coach
"I think it is a great opCHARLESTON CAPl- Jene diana, the Hoosiers won the
Davis, 34, assistant basketball National Invitational Tour- portunity for me," Davis said of
coach at Indiana University. nament and competed in the his new head coaching job.
will become the new basketball NCAA Mideast Regional.
"What attracted me to Eastern
coach at Eastern Illinois
Davis'
personal
and was its academic reputation, its
University, Athletics Director
R.C. Johnson announced professional background was in attractive campus and strong
Ohio where earlier this year he basketball tradition. I think
Tuesday.
Davis has been an assistant was ~amed that state's coach of those
are important items in
under Bobby Knight for the past the decade for his ac- recruiting students."
as
head
two seasons. Eastern has been complishments
to six straight NCAA Division II basketball coach at McKinley
Knight said: "I think the
tournaments but will join the High School in Columbus.
thing Jene brings to Eastern.
NCAA Division I ranks in 1981Between 1975 and 1978, above and beyond everything
82.
Davis replaces Don Eddy, McKinley was 82-11, winning else, is his ability to coach the
who resigned in mid-Mar to state championships in 1975 and game. He has a very, very
accept the position as nead 1977. The 1977 Davis-eoached
coach of the University of team was 2&{) and ranked No. 2 sound approach, is a good
in the nation by Basketball fundamentailst, (hasl a definite
Texas-san Antonio.
philosophy about basketball."
During Davis' tenure at In- Weekly magazine.

Major League Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
w L Pc:t. GB
Montreal
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
New York
Chicago
St. Louis

42
41
42
38
33

34

34
35
Tl
40
43
46

WEST
Houston
Angeles
Cincinnati
Atlanta
San Francisco
San Diego
Los

45
46

41
37

:r;
34

33
34
38
40
43
47
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Holmes whips LeDoux;
he is willing to fight Ali
BLOOMINGTON. Minn.
<AP> - Larry Holmes, looking
as if he hadn't been in a fight.
said Tues..1ay he would fight
Muhammad Ali next .. . if he
gets S8 million.
"I've been heavyweight
champion for two years and I've
been put down." said Holmes.
who made Scott LeDoux h1s
seventh victim in seven
heavyweight title defenses
Monday night.
But the 30-year-old Holmes
has not been able to escape Ali's
shadow and often has been a
target of criticism despite his
unbeaten record in 35 fights.
"I'm tired of being put down
all day and all night,'' said
Holmes the morning after
easily beating LeDoux while
being taunted from ringside by
Ali, who shadow-boxed between
rounds, mocked Holmes and led
cheers for himself.
"He's
1gnorant."
saici
Holmes. "I don't care if he
comes here and does what he
does," said the World Boxing
Council champion. "But he
tried to distract me from the
fight. He didn't show me any
respect. I'll fight him for S8
million, not for f7~ million.
That's what they said they'll
give me over there."
Over there is Egypt. Ali said
he wants to make his comeback
in Egypt. and promoter Don
King is trying to put together a
package for a fight there. Greg
Campbell of Madison, Wis., who
has been involved in ventures
with Ali, also is involved in
trying to bring about an Egypt
site.
At1other possible site for an
Ali-Holmes fight, which King
maintams will happen in

September or October, is
Caesars Palace in Las Vegas.
"They've given Ali $175,000
front money <for Egypt). They
haven't given me anything. Ali
needs me," said Holmes.
Then Holmes, before lea\ing
for the airport to return home to
Easton, Pa.. said. "I want to
fight Le.ln Spinks. He sent me a
telegram and said if I wanted to
retire, he'd oblige me. That's
who I want to fight in October."
Spinks is the last man to fight
Ali. Ali outpointed him in New
Orleans in 1978 to regain the
World Boxing Association
championship now held by .Mike
Wt>aver. Weaver is scheduled to
defend against South African
Gerrie Coetzee in South Africa
Oct. 25. Of course, that fight
would not come off should
Weaver get a chance to fight
Ali.

Promoter Bob Arum still is
hopeful of putting together that
fight.
LeDoux's plans were not
koown. but the loss certainly
dropped him from the ranks of
serious contenders. The 31year"{)ld native of Minnesota.
who lives in nearby Anoka, was
stopped in the seventh round
Monday night when referee
Davey Pearl ruled LeDoux's
left eye was too baciiy damaged
for him to continue.
LeDoux claimed the eye was
cut and almost closed when he
was thumbed when hit by a
right-hand punch m t.':t: sixth
round. Holmes disagreed.
Holmes had won the first six
rounds on all three official
cares when the fight was
stopped. LeDoux said his plan
was to carry Holmes into the
later roundo;.

